TO READERS OF THE ATTACHED CODE-SHARE LIST:

The U.S. Air Carrier Licensing Division’s code-share list is an informal compilation of code-share relationships between U.S. and foreign air carriers for the sole purpose of transporting passengers, mail and property. As such, it does not represent a complete compilation of all code shares e.g. cargo and mail only. New code-share relationships are continually being negotiated, and the ones reflected in the attached listing may or may not be still in place or be of a continuing nature. Similarly, the list may not reflect all existing code shares of a particular type, or all existing types of code shares. This list is not an official document of the Department of Transportation and, accordingly, should not be relied upon or cited as such.

NOTE: THIS LIST IS COMPRISED OF ONLY THOSE CARRIERS WHOSE CODE-SHARE RELATIONSHIPS ARE OF A NEW OR CONTINUING BASIS. DORMANT CODE-SHARE RELATIONSHIPS TO THE EXTENT KNOWN HAVE BEEN DELETED.

Block descriptions of certain code-share arrangements approved for the same term may have been compressed into one block description to conserve space. If the authorities are not new or changed, but only compressed, the compressed descriptions will not appear in bold type. Carriers must notify the Department no later than 30-day before they begin any new code-share service under the code-share services authorized.

This report is current through March 31, 2019. Changes from the previous reports are noted in bold type.

Regional carriers operating for for large carriers (e.g. Delta Connection, American Eagle, United Express) will be listed in the endnotes of this report. Code-share operations performed by the carrier’s regional affiliates’ are subject to the existing conditions that are part of their authority as well as applicable bilateral and multilateral agreements and the underlying authorities held by the participating carriers. Common names are used for air carriers.

Please note that the code-share report (in adobe format) is accessible from the DOT web site at the following address:


✓ Go to International Issues
✓ Scroll Down and Select Code Shares (Authorization, Safety, and Report)
✓ Scroll to the end of the paragraph and select list of all code shares
**TYPE 1  SERVICE BEHIND U.S. GATEWAY**

Foreign carrier operates its own service between homeland and a point in the United States; U.S. carrier transports foreign carrier passengers within United States--code share is on U.S. domestic leg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Codeshare Market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska Airlines (Alaska)/Air China</td>
<td>Los Angeles-San Francisco; Los Angeles/ San Francisco-Portland/Seattle/Anchorage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates(^1)/Air Pacific d/b/a Fiji Airways</td>
<td>San Francisco, on the one hand, and Portland and Seattle, on the other hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/British Airways</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Cathay Pacific (Cathay)</td>
<td>Between Cathay Pacific’s U.S. gateways, on the one hand, and 25 U.S. code share points, on the other hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Emirates</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Finnair</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Icelandair</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Japan Air Lines (JAL)</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Korean Air Lines</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/LATAM(^2)</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Qantas</td>
<td>Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Qantas between Australia and the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates, Virgin America/Singapore Airlines</td>
<td>Between any points in the U.S., in conjunction with foreign air transportation held out by Singapore Airlines between a point or points in Singapore (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points), on the one hand, and a point or points in the U.S., on the other hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates(^3)/Air Pacific</td>
<td>Points within the U.S.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
American & affiliates/Air Tahiti  
Points within the U.S.

American & affiliates/British Airways  
British Airways’ U.S. gateways- any two points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Cathay  
Los Angeles/San Francisco/New York/Newark-Atlanta/Austin/Boston/Chicago/Dallas Ft. Worth/Denver/Ft. Lauderdale/Houston/Las Vegas/Miami/New York/Newark/Orlando/Philadelphia/Pittsburgh/San Diego/San Jose/San Juan/St. Louis/Washington/Baltimore; Chicago/Los Angeles/San Francisco/New York-Charlotte/Cleveland/Columbus/Kansas City/Minneapolis St. Paul/Phoenix/Salt Lake City

American & affiliates/China Southern  
Between points within the U.S.

American & affiliates/El Al Israel  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Finnair  
Any two points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Gulf Air  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Hainan  
Points within the U.S. beyond Hainan’s Seattle gateway

American & affiliates/Iberia  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/JAL  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Jet Airways  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Kingfisher  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/LATAM  
Points within the U.S.

American & affiliates/Lan Argentina  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Lan Colombia  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Lan Ecuador  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Lan Peru  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Malaysia Airlines  
Points in the U.S.

American/Philippine Airlines  
American/PLUNA  
Between points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Qantas  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/Royal Jordanian  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/TAM Linhas Aereas (TAM)  
Points in the U.S.

American & affiliates/WestJet  
Points in the U.S.

Delta & affiliates/Aeroflot Russian Airlines (Aeroflot)  
New York (JFK), on the one hand, and Atlanta/Cincinnati/Orlando/San Francisco and Seattle on the other hand; New York (JFK)-Minneapolis/Detroit between New York and/or Atlanta, on the one hand, and Anchorage/Atlanta/Bangor/Boston/Chicago/Cleveland/Columbus/Dallas Ft. Worth/Denver/Detroit/Honolulu/Houston/Huntsville/Las Vegas/Los Angeles/Miami/Minneapolis/New York/Orlando/Philadelphia/Portland/San Francisco/Seattle/Toledo/Washington D.C., on the other hand New York (JFK)-Baltimore/Buffalo/Charleston/Charlotte/Cincinnati/Indianapolis/Jacksonville/Nashville/New Orleans/Norfolk/Phoenix/Pittsburgh/Raleigh-Durham/Richmond/Rochester/Salt Lake City/San Antonio/San Diego/St. Louis/Syracuse/Tampa (Delta aircraft)

Delta & affiliates/Aerolineas Argentinas  
Between points in the U.S.

Delta & affiliates/Aeromexico & affiliate  
Between points in the U.S.

Delta & affiliates/Air Europa  
Between U.S. points

Delta & affiliates/Air France  
Points within the U.S. (in conjunction with Air France’s services in foreign air transportation)

Delta & affiliates/Alitalia  
Within the U.S. (in conjunction with Alitalia’s service in foreign air transportation)

Delta & affiliates/China Airlines  
Within the U.S. (in conjunction with China Airlines’ services in foreign air transportation)

Delta & affiliates/China Eastern  
Between points in the U.S.

Delta & affiliates/China Southern  
Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by China Southern
Delta & affiliates/Czech  
Between U.S. points (in conjunction with international transportation)

Delta/Emirates  
Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with foreign air transportation held out by Emirates

Delta & Endeavor/(Gol) VRG Linhas Aereas S.A. d/b/a GOL  
Within the U.S.

Delta/Jet Airways  
Between points in the U.S.

Delta & affiliates/Kenya Airways  
Between points in the U.S.

Delta & affiliates/KLM & its affiliates  
Between U.S. points (in conjunction with international transportation); points within the U.S. (in conjunction with KLM’s services in foreign air transportation)

Delta & affiliates/Korean Air Lines  
Between points in the U.S.

Delta/Olympic Air  
Between U.S. points

Delta & affiliates/South African Airways (SAA)  

Delta & affiliates/Virgin Australia & V Australia  
Between U.S. points

Delta/Vietnam Airlines  
Between U.S. points

Delta & affiliates/WestJet  
Between U.S. points

Frontier/Volaris  
Between points within the U.S. in conjunction with foreign air transportation offered by Volaris

Hawaiian/Air China Ltd  
Any points in the U.S.

Hawaiian/China Airlines  
Any points in the U.S.

Hawaiian/Harmony Airways  
Honolulu-Hilo/Kahului/Kona/Lihue
Kahului-Hilo/Kona/Lihue

Hawaiian/Japan Airlines  
Between any points in the U.S., in conjunction with services between the U.S. and Japan
Hawaiian/Korean Air Lines Points in the U.S.

Hawaiian/V Australia Points in the U.S., in conjunction with V Australia’s services between Australia and the U.S.

JetBlue/Aer Lingus Between points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Aer Lingus between the European Union and the U.S. (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)

JetBlue/Azul Between points in the U.S.

JetBlue/EL AL Israel Airlines Ltd Between points in the U.S.

JetBlue/Emirates Between any point or points in the U.S.

JetBlue/Etihad Between points in the U.S., in conjunction with Emirates’ services in foreign air transportation

JetBlue/JAL Between any point or points in the U.S.

JetBlue/Lufthansa Any points in the U.S.

JetBlue/Qatar Between points in the U.S.

JetBlue/SAA Any points in the U.S.

JetBlue/TAP Air Portugal (TAP) Between points in the U.S. in conjunction with TAP’s services in foreign air transportation

JetBlue/Turkish Airlines Points in the U.S.

United & affiliates\(^9\)/Aer Lingus Points in the U.S.

United & affiliates/Air Canada U.S. gateway points-interior U.S. points on United’s system

United & affiliates/Air China Air China’s U.S. international gateways (as well as between each of those gateways) – 30 additional points in the U.S. selected by China

United & affiliates/Air New Zealand Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with codeshare services held out by Air New Zealand between New Zealand and the U.S.

United & affiliates/All Nippon Airways (ANA) & Austrian Airlines Any two points in the U.S.
United & affiliates/Asiana  Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Asiana between Korea and the U.S. (either nonstop or via third countries)

United/Austrian  Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Austrian between Austria and the U.S.

United/Avianca & TACA Group  Any two points in the U.S.

United/(Avianca Brazil) Oceanair Linhas Aereas S.A.  Between U.S. points

United/Azul  Between U.S. points

United/Brussels Airlines  Any point within the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Brussels Airlines to or from the U.S. (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)

United & affiliates/COPA  Between U.S. points

United/Croatia Airlines  Any points within the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Croatia Airlines between Croatia and the U.S. (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)

United/EgyptAir  Any point or point in the U.S. on a blind sector basis

United & affiliates/Ethiopian Airlines  Between points in the U.S.

United/EVA  Between U.S. points

United & affiliates/Jet Airways  Any points within the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Jet Airways between foreign points and the U.S.

United & affiliates/Lufthansa & affiliates  Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Lufthansa between Germany and the U.S.

United & affiliates/Lufthansa & affiliates  Any two points in the U.S.

United/Polskie Linie Lotnicze (LOT)  Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by LOT between Poland and the U.S.

United & affiliates/Qatar  Points in the U.S.
United & affiliates/SAA

United & affiliates/Scandinavian Airline System
Points in the U.S. in conjunction with alliance services between Scandinavia and the U.S.
Any two U.S. points

United/Singapore Airlines
Between points in the U.S.
Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Singapore between Singapore and the U.S.

United/Swiss
Points in the U.S.

United & affiliates/TACA Groups
Any points within the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by TACA Group carriers between Central America and Peru, on the one hand, and the U.S., on the other hand (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)

United & affiliates/TAP
Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by TAP between Portugal and the U.S.
Points in the U.S.

United/Turkish Airlines
Any points within the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by THY between Turkey and the U.S. (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)

Virgin America/China Airlines
Between any points in the U.S. in conjunction with China Airlines’ authorized foreign air transportation between a point or points in Taiwan (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points), on the one hand, and a point or points in the U.S., on the other hand

Virgin America/China Southern
Between any points in the U.S., in conjunction with China Southern’s authorized foreign air transportation between a point or points in
China (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points), on the one hand, and a point or points in the U.S., on the other hand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virgin America, Alaska &amp; affiliates/Singapore Airlines</th>
<th>Between any points in the U.S., in conjunction with foreign air transportation held out by Singapore Airlines between a point or points in Singapore (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points), on the one hand, and a point or points in the U.S., on the other hand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virgin America/Virgin Australia</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S. (in conjunction with Virgin Australia’s Australia-U.S. services in foreign air transportation either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TYPE 1**

**CODE SHARE MARKET UNDERLINED**

**Partners:** Alaska/Air China

**Routing:** China-Los Angeles-San Francisco-Los Angeles/San Francisco-Portland/Seattle/Anchorage

**Date Granted:** May 11, 1999 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Air China aircraft: China-Los Angeles/San Francisco
  
  Alaska aircraft: interior U.S. points listed above

**Partners:** Alaska & affiliates/Air Pacific d/b/a Fiji Airways (2009-0087)

**Routing:**
  1) San Francisco, on the one hand, Portland and Seattle, on the other hand

**Date Granted:**
  1) April 23, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions
  2) January 19, 2018, U.S. route added
  3) June 20, 2018, route 2 added

**Description:** Alaska & affiliates aircraft

**Partners:** Alaska & affiliates/British Airways (16-0218)

**Routing:** Between points in the U.S.

**Date Granted:** November 3, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Alaska aircraft

**Partners:** Alaska & affiliates/Cathay (10-0227)

**Routing:** Between Cathay Pacific U.S. gateways, on the one hand, and 25 U.S. code share points, on the other hand

**Date Granted:** September 21, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Alaska aircraft

**Partners:** Alaska & affiliates/Emirates (15-0210)

**Routing:** Between points in the U.S.

**Date Granted:** November 4, 2015 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Alaska aircraft

**Partners:** Alaska & affiliates/Finnair (18-0037)
Routing: Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: March 21, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska & affiliates aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/Icelandair (15-0193)

Routing: Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: October 8, 2015 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/JAL (16-0081)

Routing: Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: June 14, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/Korean Air Lines (08-0198)

Routing: Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: July 11, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/LATAM (16-0051)

Routing: Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: April 26, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/Qantas (99-5545 & 08-0230)

Routing: Any points in the U.S in conjunction with services held out by Qantas between Australia & the U.S.

Date Granted: July 31, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska & affiliate aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates, Virgin America/Singapore Airlines (12-0201)
Routing:  
1) Between any points in the U.S., in conjunction with foreign air transportation held out by Singapore Airlines between a point or points in Singapore (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points), on the one hand, and a point or points in the U.S., on the other hand
2) Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: November 28, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions
September 6, 2017, Alaska & affiliates & route 2 added

Description: Virgin America and/or Alaska & affiliates aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Air Pacific (11-0197)

Routing: Points within the U.S.

Date Granted: November 30, 2011 - indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or it affiliate aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Air Tahiti (12-0092)

Routing: Points within the U.S.

Date Granted: July 5, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions/June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/British Airways (02-13861)

Routing: U.K.-British Airways’ U.S. gateways – and any point in the U.S.

Date Granted: May 30, 2003, Amended July 20, 2010, Order 2010-7-8
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: British Airways aircraft: UK-British Airways US gateways American or affiliate aircraft: interior U.S. points

Partners: American & affiliates/Cathay (00-6824)

Routing:  
1) Hong Kong-Los Angeles/San Francisco/Newark-Atlanta/Austin/Boston/Chicago/Dallas Ft. Worth/Denver/Detroit/Ft. Lauderdale/Houston/Las Vegas/Miami/New York/Newark/Orlando/Philadelphia/Pittsburgh/San Diego/San Jose/San Juan/St. Louis/Washington D.C.
2) Chicago/Los Angeles/San Francisco/New York-Charlotte/Cleveland/Columbus/Kansas City/Minneapolis St. Paul/Phoenix/Salt Lake City

Dates Granted: January 8, 2003 - indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Cathay aircraft: Hong Kong-Los Angeles/San Francisco/Newark/American or Its affiliates aircraft: interior U.S. cities list
Partners: American & affiliates/China Southern (17-0134)

Routing: Points within the U.S.

Date Granted: October 19, 2017 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: American & affiliates aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/El Al Israel (07-0095)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: March 28, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle carriers added

Description: American or American affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Finnair (99-6544)

Routing: Finland-any two points in the U.S.

Dates Granted: January 7, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions
November 8, 2001 American affiliates added June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Gulf Air (08-0195)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: August 4, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or its affiliates aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Hainan (11-0228)

Routing: Points within the U.S. beyond Hainan’s Seattle gateway

Date Granted: February 15, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Iberia (08-0044)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: March 30, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle added
Description: American or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/JAL & its affiliates (99-4994)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Dates Granted: February 18, 1999 – indefinite, subject to conditions/November 8, 2001, Envoy added/June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or affiliates’ aircraft: interior U.S. points

Partners: American & affiliates/Jet Airways (07-0078)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: January 7, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Kingfisher (10-0288)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: March 8, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: American aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/LATAM (99-6546)

Routing: Point in the U.S.

Dates Granted: January 7, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions

June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: American & its affiliates/Lan Argentina (07-0034)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: June 11, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Lan Colombia (12-0208)

Routing: Points in the U.S.
Date Granted: January 25, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions
       June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or affiliates aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Lan Ecuador (11-0210)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: December 13, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: American or American affiliates aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Lan Peru (04-19965)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: February 2, 2007 - indefinite, subject to conditions
       June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Malaysia Airlines (13-0022)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: February 28, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions
       June 5, 2015, American Eagle added

Description: American or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: American/Philippine Airlines

              2) Philippines-San Francisco-Chicago/Dallas Ft. Worth/Miami/New York (JFK)
              3) Philippines-Los Angeles-Newark

Date Granted: April 6, 1998 - indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Philippine aircraft: Philippines-Los Angeles/San Francisco
            American aircraft: Los Angeles/San Francisco-interior U.S. points listed above

Partners: American & affiliates/PLUNA (11-0196)

Routing: Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: November 8, 2011, indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: American or its affiliates’ aircraft
**Partners:** American & affiliates/Qantas (08-0138)

**Routing:** Points in the U.S.

**Date Granted:** May 23, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions/June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

**Description:** American aircraft

**Partners:** American & affiliates/Royal Jordanian (06-26716)

**Routing:** Points in the U.S.

**Dates Granted:** March 23, 2007 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, Ameican Eagle affiliates added

**Description:** American aircraft

**Partners:** American & affiliates/TAM (97-2421 & 12-0209)

**Routing:** Points in the U.S.

**Date Granted:** January 25, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

**Description:** American or affiliates’ aircraft

**Partners:** American & affiliates/WestJet (11-0040)

**Routing:** Points in the U.S.

**Date Granted:** March 10, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

**Description:** American aircraft

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/Aeroflot (07-26805)

**Routing:** 1) New York (JFK), on the one hand, and Atlanta-Cincinnati/Orlando/San Francisco and Seattle on the other hand
2) New York (JFK)-Minneapolis/Detroit
3) Between New York and/or Atlanta, on the one hand, and Anchorage/Atlanta/Bangor/Boston/Chicago/Cleveland/Columbus/Dallas Ft. Worth/Denver/Detroit/Honolulu/Houston/Huntsville/Las Vegas/Los Angeles/Miami/Minneapolis/New York/Orlando/Philadelphia/Portland/San Francisco/Seattle/Toledo/Washington DC, on the other hand

**Date Granted:** October 10, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
October 29, 2013, route 4 added
Description: Delta aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Aerolineas Argentinas & Austral Lineas Aereas (11-0153)

Routings: Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: December 20, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Delta or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Aeromexico & affiliate (17-0115)

Routing: Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: September 22, 2017 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Delta or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Air Europa (11-0160)

Routing: Between U.S. points

Date Granted: September 21, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Delta aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Air France (00-6939 & 04-19214)

Routing: Points within the U.S. (in conjunction with Air France’s services in foreign air transportation)

Dates Granted: May 8, 1998 - indefinite, subject to conditions
March 2, 2000, ExpressJet added August 11, 2014; GoJet added June 11, 2015; Shuttle America affiliates added

Description: Delta or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Alitalia (01-10417)

Routing: Within the U.S. (in conjunction with Alitalia’s services in foreign air transportation)

Date Granted: December 23, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Delta & Shuttle America aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/China Airlines (02-11459)

Routing: 1) Any points in the U.S.in conjunction with foreign air transportation held out by China Airlines
Date Granted: April 26, 2002 – indefinite, subject to conditions
December 16, 2010, SkyWest added/October 14, 2015, Compass added
February 17, 2017, additional Delta affiliates added

Description: Delta aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/China Eastern (11-0065)

Routing: Points within the U.S.

Date Granted: May 11, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Delta & affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/China Southern (97-2653, 99-5031, 01-9314 & 01-10172)

Routing: Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by China Southern

Dates Granted: February 19, 1999 – indefinite, subject to conditions
July 5, 2012, Endeavor added

Description: Delta or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Czech Airlines (00-8207)

Routing: Between U.S. points (in conjunction with international transportation)

Date Granted: February 27, 2001 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Delta aircraft

Partners: Delta/Emirates

Routing: UAE-any points in U.S. in conjunction with foreign air transportation held out by Emirates

Date Granted: October 14, 2003 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Delta aircraft

Partners: Delta & Endeavor/Gol (10-0095)

Routing: Within the U.S.

Date Granted: December 3, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions/July 15, 2014, Endeavor added

Description: Delta & Endeavor aircraft

Partners: Delta/Jet Airways (India) (15-0267)

Routing: Between points in the U.S.
**Date Granted:** January 15, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Delta aircraft

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/Kenya Airways (18-0064)

**Routing:** Between points in the U.S.

**Date Granted:** June 13, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Either carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/KLM & affiliates (03-15191 & 04-19214)

**Routing:**
1) Between U.S. points (in conjunction with international transportation)
2) Points within the U.S. (in conjunction with KLM’s services in foreign air transportation)

**Date Granted:** February 6, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions
March 10, 2012, Endeavor added/ May 2, 2012, SkyWest added/April 18, 2013, GoJet added/
August 21, 2015, Shuttle America affiliates added

**Description:** Delta aircraft (Route 1)/Endeavor or SkyWest aircraft (Route 2)

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/Korean Air Lines (03-14367)

**Routing:** Between points in the U.S.

**Dates Granted:** March 11, 2003 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 12, 2012, Endeavor & SkyWest added
September 14, 2016, Compass, GoJet & Shuttle America added

**Description:** Delta or affiliates’ aircraft

**Partners:** Delta/Olympic Air (09-0223)

**Routings:** Between U.S. points

**Date Granted:** September 23, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Delta aircraft

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/SAA

**Routing:** South Africa-Atlanta/New York/Ft. Lauderdale/Miami/Los Angeles/Washington D.C./Baltimore/
Boston/Chicago/Cincinnati/Cleveland/Dallas Ft. Worth/Denver/Detroit/Houston/Las Vegas/
Minneapolis/St. Paul/New Orleans/Orlando/Philadelphia/Phoenix/Pittsburgh/Portland/Raleigh/
Durham/St. Louis/Salt Lake City/San Diego/San Francisco/Seattle/Tampa/Washington/West Palm Beach
**Dates Granted:** January 5, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions (Atlanta/New York-interior U.S. points listed above)/January 24, 2000 (Ft. Lauderdale-interior U.S. points listed above) August 8, 2002 (Miami/Los Angeles/Washington DC as gateways and West Palm Beach as code-share point)

**Description:** SAA aircraft: South Africa-Atlanta/New York/ Ft. Lauderdale/Miami/Los Angeles/Washington D.C.
Delta Air Lines aircraft: Atlanta/New York-Ft. Lauderdale/Miami/Los Angeles/Washington D.C.-interior U.S. points listed above

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/Virgin Australia & V Australia (09-0156)

**Routing:** 1) Between U.S. points
2) Within the U.S. (in conjunction with V Australia’s services in foreign air transportation)

**Date Granted:** September 1, 2009 - indefinite, subject to conditions
January 11, 2011, SkyWest added; September 26, 2013, Compass added

**Description:** Delta or affiliates’ aircraft

**Partners:** Delta/Vietnam Airlines (10-0073)

**Routing:** Between U.S. points

**Date Granted:** April 23, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Delta aircraft

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/WestJet (11-0199)

**Routing:** Between U.S. points

**Date Granted:** November 9, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Delta or WestJet aircraft

**Partners:** Frontier Airlines, Inc./Volaris (18-0055)

**Routing:** Between points within the U.S. in conjunction with foreign air transportation offered by Volaris

**Date Granted:** June 26, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Frontier aircraft

**Partners:** Hawaiian Airlines/Air China (14-0010)

**Routings:** Any points in the U.S.

**Date Granted:** March 6, 2014 – indefinite, subject to conditions
**Description:** Hawaiian aircraft

**Partners:** Hawaiian Airlines/China Airlines (13-0175)

**Routings:** Any points in the U.S.

**Date Granted:** November 15, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Hawaiian aircraft

**Partners:** Hawaiian Airlines/Harmony Airways

**Routing:** Canada-Honolulu-Hilo/Kahului/Kona/Lihue; Canada-Kahului-Hilo/Kona/Lihue

**Date Granted:** July 13, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Hawaiian Airlines aircraft: interior U.S. points

**Partners:** Hawaiian Airlines/JAL (18-0009)

**Routing:** Between any points in the U.S., in conjunction with services between the U.S. and Japan

**Date Granted:** February 8, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Hawaiian aircraft

**Partners:** Hawaiian Airlines/Korean Air Lines (07-27392)

**Routings:** Any points in the U.S.

**Date Granted:** March 8, 2007 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Hawaiian Airlines aircraft

**Partners:** Hawaiian Airlines/V Australia (11-0186)

**Routing:** Points in the U.S., in conjunction with V Australia’s services between Australia and the U.S.

**Date Granted:** October 20, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Hawaiian aircraft

**Partners:** JetBlue/Aer Lingus (13-0034)

**Routing:** Between any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Aer Lingus between the European Union and the U.S. (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)

**Date Granted:** February 27, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** JetBlue aircraft
Partners: JetBlue/Azul (16-0062)
Routing: Between points in the U.S.
Date Granted: April 4, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions
Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: JetBlue/EL AL Israel (14-0173)
Routing: Between points in the U.S.
Date Granted: October 16, 2014 – indefinite, subject to conditions
Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: JetBlue/Emirates (12-0052 & 13-0103)
Routing: 1) Between any point in the U.S.
   2) Between points in the U.S., in conjunction with Emirates’ services in foreign air transportation
Date Granted: April 17, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions
   November 30, 2016, route 2 added
Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: JetBlue/Etihad (14-0009)
Routing: Points in the U.S.
Date Granted: February 12, 2014 – indefinite, subject to conditions
Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: JetBlue/JAL (12-0041)
Routing: Between any point or points in the U.S.
Date Granted: April 4, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions
Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: JetBlue/Lufthansa (09-0209)
Routeings: Any points in the U.S.
Date Granted: September 15, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions
Description: JetBlue aircraft
Partners: JetBlue/Qatar (13-0051)

Routing: Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: March 28, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: JetBlue/SAA (11-0017)

Routing: Any points in the U.S.

Date Granted: February 18, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: JetBlue/TAP (16-0090)

Routing: Between points in the U.S. in conjunction with TAP’s services in foreign air transportation

Date Granted: June 14, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: JetBlue/Turkish Airlines (14-0034)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: March 31, 2014 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: United/Aer Lingus Limited (08-0176)

Routing: Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: July 25, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft

Partners: United/Air Canada

Routing: Canada-U.S. gateway points - interior U.S. cities on United’s system

Date Granted: June 12, 1998 - indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft: interior U.S. points/Air Canada aircraft: Canadian - U.S.

Partners: United & affiliates/Air China (03-16213 & 08-0068)
Routing\textsuperscript{14}: 1) China-Air China’s coterminal U.S. gateways, as well as between each of those gateways-30 additional points in U.S. to be selected by China 2) Between points in the U.S.

Dates Granted: October 24, 2003 - indefinite, subject to conditions  
December 5, 2008, affiliates added

Description: United or Air China aircraft: China to U.S. gateways/United aircraft: interior U.S. points

Partners: United/Air New Zealand (99-6013 &12-0195)

Routing: New Zealand-U.S.- U.S. points on United’s system

Date Granted: October 17, 1997 – indefinite, subject to conditions  
November 28, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Air New Zealand aircraft: New Zealand to U.S. United aircraft: interior U.S. points

Partners: United & affiliates/ANA & Austrian Airlines

Routing: 1) Austria-any two points in U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Austrian between Austria and the U.S.  
2) Japan-any two points in the U.S.  
3) Japan/Austria-any city pair in which United Express holds out service

Dates Granted: March 22, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions  
November 30, 2005, Mesa added

Description: ANA aircraft: Japan-U.S./Trans States aircraft: Interior U.S. points (Route 1)  
Mesa aircraft: interior U.S. points (Route 2 & 3)

Partners: United/Asiana Airlines

Routing: Korea-any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Asiana between Korea and the U.S. (either non-stop or via third countries)

Date Granted: December 19, 2002 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft

Partners: United/Austrian Airlines

Routing: Austria-any two points in U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Austrian between Austria and the U.S.

Date Granted: March 22, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United or Austrian aircraft: Austria-U.S./United aircraft: Interior U.S. points

Partners: United & affiliates/Avianca & TACA Group (11-0163, 11-0164 & 12-0136)
Routings: Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: October 28, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: United/Avianca Brazil (17-0092)

Routings: Between U.S. points

Date Granted: July 17, 2017 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United Aircraft

Partners: United/Azul (15-0136 & 04-19148)

Routings: Between U.S. points

Date Granted: October 7, 2015 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft

Partners: United/Brussels Airlines (10-0024)

Routing: Any points within the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Brussels Airlines to or from the U.S. (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)

Date Granted: March 2, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft

Partners: United & affiliates/COPA

Routing: Between U.S. points

Date Granted: July 9, 1998 - indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft

Partners: United/Croatia Airlines (07-28897)

Routing: Any points within the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Croatia Airlines between Croatia and the U.S. (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)

Date Granted: March 22, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft

Partners: United/EgyptAir (08-0384 & 08-0383)
Routing: Any point or points in the U.S. on a blind sector basis

Date Granted: April 2, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft

Partners: United & affiliates/Ethiopian Airlines (15-0118)

Routing: Between points in the U.S. (in conjunction with Ethiopian’s services in foreign air transportation)

Date Granted: June 19, 2015 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: SkyWest & Republic aircraft

Partner: United/EVA Airways (12-0088)

Routing: Between U.S. points

Date Granted: June 11, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United or EVA aircraft

Partners: United/ Jet Airways Ltd. (08-0164) 

Routing: Any points within the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Jet Airways between foreign points and the U.S.

Date Granted: November 10, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft

Partners: United & affiliates/Lufthansa

Routing: Any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by Lufthansa between Germany & the U.S.

Routing: Any two points within the U.S.

Date Granted: April 8, 1998 - indefinite, subject to conditions

December 8, 2004, Trans States added

Description: United or Lufthansa aircraft: Germany to U.S./United aircraft: interior U.S. points (Route 1)

Lufthansa aircraft: Germany-U.S./Trans States’ aircraft: Interior U.S. points (Route 2)

Partners: United/LOT (04-17468)

Routing: Poland-any points in U.S. in conjunction with service held out by LOT between Poland and the U.S.

(either non-stop or via third country)

Dates Granted: September 30, 2003 – indefinite, subject to conditions
**Description:** United aircraft

**Partners:** United & affiliates/Qatar

**Routing:** Points in the U.S.

**Dates Granted:** October 4, 2007 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** SkyWest aircraft

**Partners:** United & affiliates/SAA (05-22618 & 06-26817)

**Routings:**
1) Between SAA’s U.S. coterminal gateways as well as between each of those U.S. gateways, on the one hand, and points in the U.S., on the other hand

**Dates Granted:** October 11, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions
January 30, 2007 – GoJet, Mesa, Shuttle America & SkyWest added

**Description:** United or affiliates’ aircraft

**Partners:** United & affiliates/Scandinavian Airline (99-5251 & 08-0308)

**Routings:**
1) Scandinavian points-any two U.S. points
2) Points in U.S. in conjunction with alliance services between Scandinavia and the U.S.

**Dates Granted:** March 21, 1997 – indefinite, subject to conditions
November 26, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** SAS or United aircraft: Scandinavia to U.S./United aircraft: Intra U.S.

**Partners:** United/Singapore Airlines (16-0079)

**Routing:** Between points in the U.S.

**Date Granted:** June 9, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** United aircraft

**Partners:** United/Swiss (05-22464 & 05-22725)

**Routing:** Points in the U.S.

**Date Granted:** October 19, 2005 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** United aircraft
Partners: United & affiliates/TACA Group (06-24078 & 07-28788)

Routing: 1) Any points within the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by TACA Group carriers between Central America and Peru, on the one hand, and the U.S., on the other hand (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)
2) Points in the U.S.

Date Granted: May 18, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions
August 8, 2007, GoJet, Mesa, Suttle America & SkyWest added

Description: United or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: United & affiliates/TAP (08-0069)

Routing: 1) Portugal–any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by TAP between Portugal and the U.S.
2) Points in the U.S.

Dates Granted: August 11, 2005 – indefinite, subject to conditions
April 8, 2008, GoJet, Mesa, Shuttle America & SkyWest added

Description: United or TAP aircraft: Portugal to U.S./United aircraft: interior U.S. points/TAP aircraft: interior Portugal points

Partners: United/Turkish Airlines (04-19148 & 08-0102)

Routing: Any points within the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by THY between Turkey and the U.S. (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)

Date Granted: April 17, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft

Partners: Virgin America/China Airlines (14-0148)

Routing: Between any points in the U.S., in conjunction with China Airlines’ authorized foreign air transportation between a point or points in Taiwan (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points), on the one hand, and a point or points in the U.S., on the other hand

Date Granted: September 8, 2014 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Virgin America aircraft

Partners: Virgin America/China Southern (15-0171)

Routing: Between any points in the U.S., in conjunction with China Southern’s authorized foreign air transportation between a point or points in China (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points), on the one hand, and a point or points in the U.S., on the other hand

Date Granted: September 4, 2015 – indefinite, subject to conditions
Description: Virgin America aircraft

Partners: Virgin America, Alaska & affiliates/Singapore Airlines (12-0201)

Routing: 1) Between any points in the U.S., in conjunction with foreign air transportation held out by Singapore Airlines between a point or points in Singapore (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points), on the one hand, and a point or points in the U.S., on the other hand
2) Between points in the U.S.

Date Granted: November 28, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions
   September 6, 2017, Alaska & affiliates & route 2 added

Description: Virgin America and/or Alaska & affiliates aircraft

Partners: Virgin America/Virgin Australia (12-0095)

Routing: Between any points in the U.S. (in conjunction with Virgin Australia’s Australia-U.S. services in foreign air transportation either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)

Date Granted: June 26, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Virgin America aircraft
**TYPE 2 SERVICE BEHIND FOREIGN GATEWAY**

U.S. carrier operates its own aircraft between the United States and a foreign point; foreign carrier transports U.S. carrier passengers on foreign carriers' aircraft between foreign points--code share is on foreign leg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Codeshare Market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American/Air Nostrum(^{15})</td>
<td>Points in Spain; points in the E.U.; points in Spain and points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; beyond the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; beyond the E.U. to any open-skies points (including Morocco)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Air Pacific</td>
<td>Nadi, Fiji-Suva, Fiji; Nadi, Fiji-Apia, Samoa; Nadi, Fiji-Kiribati, Christmas Island; Nadi, Fiji-Tongatapu, Tonga; Nadi, Fiji-Port Vila, Vanuatu; Nadi, Fiji-Honiara, Solomon Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/British Airways</td>
<td>Points in the U.K.; points in U.K.--points in third countries (either nonstop or via third-country intermediates)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Cathay</td>
<td>Intermediate points-Hong Kong; beyond U.S./Hong Kong-third country points; Hong Kong-third country points intermediate to U.S., connecting to flights operated by American between such points and the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American/China Southern</td>
<td>Between points within China and between points in China and third countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/El Al Israel</td>
<td>Points in Israel and beyond; between points in Israel; beyond Israel to open-skies points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Finnair</td>
<td>Points in Finland; Points in Finland-points in third countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Gulf Air</td>
<td>Points in Abu Dhabi/Bahrain/Oman and Qatar; points in Abu Dhabi/Bahrain/Oman and Qatar-points in third countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Hainan</td>
<td>Points within China beyond American’s Beijing and Shanghai gateway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Iberia &amp; affiliate(^{16})</td>
<td>Points in Spain; points in Spain-points in third countries; points in the E.U; beyond the E.U. to open-skies points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within the E.U. and between the E.U. and third countries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^{15}\) For a full list consult the Code Share Agreement. \(^{16}\) American’s code share agreement with Iberia is pending regulatory approval.
American & affiliates/JAL & affiliates
Any two points in Japan, limited to traffic originating or terminating outside of Japan; and a point or points in Japan and a point or points beyond Japan, on a blind-sector basis
Points in Japan and points in third countries; and points in Japan

American & affiliates/Jet Airways
Points in India and points in third countries; points in India; points beyond India to open-skies points

American/Jetstar
Intra-New Zealand

American & affiliates/Kingfisher
Points in India; points in India and points in third countries

American & affiliates/LATAM
Any points in Chile-points in third countries; any points in Chile; points beyond Chile to open-skies points

American & affiliates/Lan Argentina
Points in Argentina; points in Argentina and points in third countries

American & affiliates/Lan Colombia
Points in Colombia and points in third countries; points in Colombia

American & affiliates/Lan Ecuador
Points in Ecuador

American & affiliates/Lan Peru
Points in Peru-points in Peru and points in third countries; points beyond Peru to open-skies points

American & LATAM
Any two points in Chile

American & affiliates/Malaysia Airlines
Points in Malaysia; points in Malaysia and points in third countries

American/Qantas
Points in Australia and points in third countries; points in Australia

American & affiliates/Royal Jordanian
Points in Jordan; points in Jordan-points in third countries (either non-stop or via intermediate points); points beyond Jordan to open-skies points

American & affiliates/TAM
Points in Brazil and points in third countries; points in Brazil

American & affiliates/WestJet
Points in Canada; points beyond Canada to points in third countries
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alliance</th>
<th>Route Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delta/Aeroflot</td>
<td>Moscow-St. Petersburg/Krasnodar/Koltsovo-Ekaterinburg Moscow-Amsterdam/Paris between Moscow, on the one hand, and Koltsovo-Ekaterinburg/Kaliningrad/Khabarovsk/Krasnodar/Magadan/Nizhny Novgorod/Novosibirsk/Petropavlovsk-Kamchatski/Samara/St.Petersburg/Vladivostok/Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk/Tashkent and Bishkek on the other hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta/Aerolineas Argentinas &amp; Austral</td>
<td>Between Moscow, on the one hand, and Sochi/Chelyabinsk/Volgograd/Perm/Irkutsk/Ufa/Kazan, Russia/Yerevan, Armenia and Baku, Azerbaijan, on the other hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta &amp; affiliates/Aeromexico &amp; affiliate</td>
<td>Between points in Argentina; between points in Argentina and points in third countries, pursuant to the U.S.-Argentina Air Services Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta &amp; affiliates/Air France &amp; affiliates</td>
<td>Any points within France in conjunction with services by Delta between the U.S. &amp; France; any point or points in France and point or points in any third country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta/Air Europa</td>
<td>Between E.U. points; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta/Air Nigeria</td>
<td>Points in Nigeria; beyond Nigeria to any open skies point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta/Alitalia</td>
<td>Any point or points in Italy; between E.U. points; beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points; any point or points in Italy and any point or points in any third country; any points in third country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta/China Airlines</td>
<td>Any point or points in Taiwan and any point or points in any third country; between points in Taiwan; beyond Taiwan to any open-skies point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta &amp; affiliates/China Eastern</td>
<td>Points within China, and to behind, intermediate, and beyond points in third countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delta/China Southern</strong></td>
<td>Point or points in China (Delta’s authorized gateways); points in China and third countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delta/Czech</strong></td>
<td>Any point or points in the Czech Republic-any point or points in any third country; between E.U. points; beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points; any points within the Czech Republic in conjunction with Delta’s services between the Czech Republic and other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delta/Emirates</strong></td>
<td>Any points in United Arab Emirates; any points in United Arab Emirates-any point or points in any third country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delta/Gol</strong></td>
<td>Between Delta’s Brazil gateways and all Brazil points named in the U.S.-Brazil Air Transport Agreement; between Delta’s Brazil gateways and additional points in Brazil designated by the U.S. for code share only service Any point or points in Brazil; beyond Brazil to any point or points Beyond Brazil to third countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delta/Jet Airways</strong></td>
<td>Between points in India; and beyond India to any point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delta &amp; affiliates/Kenya Airways</strong></td>
<td>Between points in Kenya; beyond Kenya to any point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delta &amp; affiliates/KLM &amp; its affiliate</strong></td>
<td>Any points in the Netherlands; any point or points in the Netherlands and any point or points in any third country; and any points in third countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delta &amp; affiliates/Korean Air Lines</strong></td>
<td>Between Korean points in conjunction with international air transportation; and beyond Korea to a point or points in any open-skies partner country while an open-skies agreement is being applied Between points in the Republic of Korea; beyond the Republic of Korea to any point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delta/Malaysia</strong></td>
<td>Any point or points in Malaysia-any point or points in any third country; any points in Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delta/Olympic Air</strong></td>
<td>Points in the E.U.; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airline Group/Flights</td>
<td>Destinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta &amp; affiliates/SAA</td>
<td>Johannesburg-Durban/Cape Town/East London/George/Port Elizabeth/Blantyre &amp; Lilongwe, Malawi/Bulawago, Harare &amp; Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe/Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania/Lusaka, Zambia/Maputo, Mozambique/Windhoek, Namibia/Johannesburg/Cape Town-Nairobi/Johannesburg/Cape Town-Entebbe/Kampala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta &amp; affiliates/Virgin Australia &amp; V Australia</td>
<td>Points in Australia or New Zealand; points beyond Australia or New Zealand to any open-skies point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta &amp; affiliates/WestJet</td>
<td>Between points in Canada; beyond Canada to any point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier/Volaris</td>
<td>Points within Mexico in conjunction with foreign air transportation offered by Frontier; between point or points in Mexico and a point or points in third country or countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian/Air China Ltd.</td>
<td>Any point or points in China and any point or points in any third country; any points in China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian/China Airlines</td>
<td>Any point or points in Taiwan and any point or points in any third country; any points in Taiwan; points in any third country or countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Airlines/JAL</td>
<td>Between any points in Japan, in conjunction with services between the U.S. and Japan; between points in Japan and points behind and beyond Japan, in conjunction with services between Japan and the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian/Korean Air Lines Co.</td>
<td>Points in Korea; a point or points in Korea and a point or points in third countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JetBlue/Emirates</td>
<td>Any point or points in the UAE and any point or points in any third country that has an open-skies agreement with the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United/Aer Lingus</td>
<td>Points in the E.U.; beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United/Aeromar</td>
<td>Within Mexico beyond United’s authorized Mexican gateways for carriage of United’s authorized U.S.-Mexico traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United &amp; affiliates/Air Canada</td>
<td>Any point or points in Canada and any point or points in any third country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance/Carrier</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United/Air China</td>
<td>United’s coterminal Chinese coterminal gateways (as well as between each of those gateways) -20 additional points in China to be selected by the U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United/Air Dolomiti</td>
<td>Any points within Europe; points in the E.U.; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United/Air Japan</td>
<td>Points in Japan, limited to traffic originating or terminating outside Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United &amp; affiliates/Air New Zealand</td>
<td>Any point or points in New Zealand-any point or points in any third country;any points in New Zealand in conjunction with code-share services held out by United between the United States and New Zealand;beyond New Zealand to any open-skies point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United &amp; affiliates/Asiana</td>
<td>Any points in Korea in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. &amp; Korea (either non-stop or via third countries) any points in Korea – any third country; points beyond the Republic of Korea to any open-skies point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United/Austrian</td>
<td>Any points in Austria in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. &amp; Austria; any point in Austria-any point in a third country; points in the E.U.; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United/Avianca &amp; TACA Group</td>
<td>Between points in Colombia; beyond Colombia to any point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United/Avianca Brazil</td>
<td>Between Brazilian points; and beyond Brazil to any point(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United/Azul</td>
<td>Between points in Brazil; beyond Brazil to any point or points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United/Brussels Airlines</td>
<td>Any points within the E.U. in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and the E.U. (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); any point in the E.U. and any point in any third country</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
United & affiliates/COPA & affiliates\textsuperscript{19} Points in Central America-any point or points not in the U.S.; points within Central America; points in Central America & points beyond Central America; between Panamanian points; beyond Panama to any open-skies point or points Between Colombian points; beyond Colombia to any open-skies point or points

United/Croatia Any point in Croatia and any point in any third country

Between any points within Croatia in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and Croatia (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); between any point in Croatia and any point in any third country

United/EgyptAir Any point or points in Egypt; any point or points in Egypt and any point or points in third countries

United/Emirates London-Dubai

United/EuroLot Points in Poland; points in the E.U; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points; points in Poland; points in Poland points in third countries

United/EVA Between Taiwan points; beyond Taiwan to any point or points

United/Jet Airways Any points within India in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and India (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); any point in India and any point in any third country

United/Juneyao Points in China; between points in China and third countries

United/Lufthansa & its affiliates Any point or points in Germany- any point or points in any third country; points in the E.U.; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points

United/LOT Any points in Poland; any points in Poland-any points in any third country; points in the E.U.; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points
United & affiliates/SAA

Third country intermediate points-points in South Africa and beyond in conjunctions with services held out by United between the U.S. and South Africa.

United/Scandinavian Airlines System

Intra Scandinavia, in conjunction with Alliance services held out by United between the U.S. and Scandinavia; any point or points in Scandinavia, on the one hand, and on the one hand, and any point or points in any third country, on the other hand; points in the E.U.; points in Norway; points in the E.U. and points in Norway; beyond the E.U. or Norway, on the one hand, to any open-skies point or points, on the other.

Between EU points; between points in Norway; between points in the EU and points in Norway and points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; between the EU or Norway and any open-skies point or points; and beyond the EU or Norway to any point or points.

United/Singapore Airlines

Any points in Singapore in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and Singapore; any point or points in Singapore and any point in any third country; points beyond Singapore to any open-skies point or points.

Between points in Singapore; beyond Singapore to any point(s).

United/Swiss

Between any point in Switzerland and any point in any third country; between any points within Switzerland in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and Switzerland (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points).

Beyond Switzerland to any open-skies point or points.

United/TACA Groups

Any points within Central America or Peru any point in any third country; between any points in Central America and Peru in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and Central America or Peru (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points).

United/TACA Peru

Between points in Peru and Central America in conjunction with service held out by United between the U.S. and Peru/Central America.
(either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); points in Peru/Central America and third countries

**United/TAP Air Portugal**
Any points in Portugal and third countries; points in the E.U.; points beyond the E.U. to any open skies point or points

**United/Turkish Airlines**
Any points within Turkey in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and Turkey (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); any point in Turkey and any point in a third country; points beyond Turkey to any open-skies point or points

**United/Virgin Australia**
Any points in Australia
TYPE 2  CODE SHARE MARKET UNDERLINED

Partners: American/Air Nostrum (10-0087)

Routings: Points in Spain; points in the E.U.; points in Spain and points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; beyond the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; beyond the E.U. to any open-skies points (including Morocco)

Date Granted: May 24, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Air Nostrum aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Air Pacific (11-0197)

Routing: Nadi, Fiji-Suva, Fiji; Nadi, Fiji-Apia, Samoa; Nadi, Fiji-Kiribati, Christmas Island; Nadi, Fiji-Tongatapu, Tonga; Nadi, Fiji-Port Vila, Vanuatu; Vila; Nadi, Fiji-Honiara, Solomon Islands

Date Granted: November 30, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Air Pacific aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/British Airways (02-13861)

Routings: 1) Points in U.K. 
2) Points in U.K.-points in third countries, either non-stop or via third country intermediates

June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: British Airways’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Cathay (00-6824)

Routings: Hong Kong-third countries; beyond Hong Kong; beyond the U.S.-third countries; Hong Kong-third country points intermediate to U.S., connecting to flights operated by American between such points and the U.S.

Date Granted: January 8, 2003 – indefinite, subject to condition
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Cathay aircraft

Partners: American/China Southern (17-0134)

Routings: Between points within China and between points in China and third countries

Date Granted: October 19, 2017 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: China Southern aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/El Al Israel (07-0095)
Routing: Points in Israel and beyond; between points in Israel; beyond Israel to open-skies points

Date Granted: March 28, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle added

Description: El Al Israel aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Finnair (99-6544)

Routing: 1) U.S.-Points in Finland
2) U.S.-Points in Finland-points in third countries

Date Granted: January 7, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle added

Description: Finnair aircraft (Route 1)/American or Finnair aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: American & affiliates/Gulf Air (08-0195)

Routings: 1) Points in Abu Dhabi/Bahrain/Oman and Qatar
2) Points in Abu Dhabi/Bahrain/Oman/Qatar-points in third countries

Date Granted: August 4, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, Ameican Eagle affiliates added

Description: Gulf Air aircraft (Route 1)/Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: American & affiliates/Hainan Airlines Co., Ltd. (11-0228)

Routings: Points within China beyond American’s Beijing and Shanghai gateway

Date Granted: February 15, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Hainan aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Iberia (08-0044 & 12-0117)

Routings: 1) Points in Spain
2) Points in Spain and points in third countries
3) Points in the E.U.; beyond the E.U. to open-skies points
4) Within the E.U. and between the E.U. and third countries

Date Granted: March 13, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
July 10, 2012, Docket 12-0117 added/June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Iberia aircraft (Route 1 & 4)/Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 2 & 3)

Partners: American & affiliates/JAL & affiliates (99-4994)
**Routings:**

1) Any two points in Japan, limited to traffic originating or terminating outside Japan
2) A point or points in Japan and a point or points beyond Japan, on a blind-sector basis
3) Points in Japan and points in third countries
4) Points in Japan

**Date Granted:**
February 18, 1999 – indefinite, subject to conditions
November 16, 2010, routes 3 & 4 added
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

**Description:** Japan aircraft (Routes 1 – 4)/Either carriers aircraft (Route 3)

**Partners:** American & affiliates/Jet Airways (07-0078)

**Routings:**

1) Points in India and points in third countries
2) Points in India
3) Points beyond India to open-skies points

**Date Granted:**
January 7, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

**Description:** American or its affiliates aircraft (Route 1 & 3)
Jet Airways aircraft (Route 1 - 3)

**Partners:** American/Jetstar Airways (10-0265)

**Routings:**

Intra-New Zealand

**Date Granted:**
July 31, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Jetstar aircraft

**Partners:** American & affiliate/Kingfisher (10-0288)

**Routing:**

1) Points in India
2) Points in India and points in third countries

**Date Granted:**
March 8, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Kingfisher aircraft (Route 1)/Either carriers’ aircraft (Route 2)

**Partners:** American & affiliates/Lan Argentina (07-0034)

**Routing:** Points in Argentina; points in Argentina and points in third countries

**Dates Granted:**
June 11, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Lan Argentina aircraft

**Partners:** American & affiliates/Lan Colombia (12-0208)
Routings: 1) Points in Colombia and points in third countries  
2) Points in Colombia

Date Granted: January 25, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions  
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft (Route 1)/Lan Colombia aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: American & affiliates/Lan Ecuador (11-0210)

Routing: Points in Ecuador

Date Granted: December 13, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Lan Ecuador aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Lan Peru (04-19965)

Routings: 1) Points in Peru and points in third countries  
2) Points in Peru  
3) Points beyond Peru to open-skies points

Date Granted: February 2, 2007 – indefinite, subject to conditions  
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American aircraft (Route 1)/Lan Peru aircraft (Route 2)/Either carriers’ aircraft (Route 3)

Partners: American & its affiliates/LATAM\textsuperscript{23} (99-6546)

Routings: 1) U.S.-any points in Chile-points in third countries  
2) U.S.-any points in Chile  
3) Points beyond Chile to open-skies points

Date Granted: January 7, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions  
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 1 & 3)/LATAM aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: American & affiliates/Malaysia Airlines (13-0022)

Routing: 1) Points in Malaysia  
2) Points in Malaysia and points in third countries

Date Granted: February 28, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions  
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Malaysia aircraft (Route 1)/Either carriers’ aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: American & affiliates/Qantas (00-7785 & 08-0138)
Routing: 1) Points in Australia and points in third countries
         2) Points in Australia

Date Granted: May 23, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
              June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American aircraft (Route 1), Qantas aircraft (Route 1 & 2)

Partners: American & affiliates/Royal Jordanian (06-26716)

Routing: 1) Points in Jordan; points in Jordan-points in third countries (either non-stop or via intermediate points)
         2) Points beyond Jordan to open-skies points

Dates Granted: March 23, 2007 – indefinite, subject to conditions
                June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Royal Jordanian aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/TAM (12-0209)

Routing: 1) Points in Brazil and points in third countries
         2) Points in Brazil

Dates Granted: January 25, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions
                June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American & affiliates’ aircraft (Route 1); TAM aircraft (Route 1 & 2)

Partners: American & affiliates/WestJet (11-0040)

Routing: Points in Canada; points beyond Canada to points in third countries

Date Granted: March 10, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: WestJet aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Aeroflot (07-26805 & 06-26106)

Routings: 1) Moscow, on the one hand, and St. Petersburg/Krasnodar and Koltsovo-Ekaterinburg, on the other hand; Moscow-Amsterdam/Paris; between Moscow, on the one hand, and Koltsovo-Ekaterinburg/Kaliningrad/Khabarovsk/Krasnodar/Magadan/Nizhniy/Novgorod/Novosibirsk-Kamchatski/Samara/St. Petersburg/Vladivostok/Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk/Tashkent and Bishkek on the other hand
          2) Between Moscow, on the one hand, and Soci/Chelyabinsk/Volgograd/Perm/Irkutsk/Ufa/Kazan, Russia/Yerevan, Armenia and Baku, Azerbaijan, on the other hand

Dates Granted: November 10, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Aeroflot aircraft
Partners: Delta/Aerolineas Argentinas & Austral (11-0153)

Routings: 1) Between points in Argentina
2) Between points in Argentina and points in third countries, pursuant to the U.S.-Argentina Air Services Agreement

Dates Granted: December 20, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Aerolineas & Austral aircraft (Route 1)/Aerolineas aircraft (Route 1 & 2)

Partners: Delta/Aeromexico & affiliate (17-0115)

Routing: Between points in Mexico

Dates Granted: September 22, 2017 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Delta/Air Europa (11-0160)

Routing: Between points in the E.U.; beyond the E.U. to any point or points

Date Granted: September 21, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Air France & affiliates (00-6239, 04-19214, 07-0107 & 14-007624)

Routings: 1) U.S.-any points within France, in conjunction with services held out by Delta between the U.S. and France25
2) U.S.-any point or points in France-any point or points in any third country
3) Between E.U. points
4) Beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points
5) Between and beyond points in EU Member States

Dates Granted: August 6, 1998 - indefinite, subject to conditions/August 2, 2002, Brit Air added; March 6, 2003, subsidiaries added/August 4, 2014, Airlinair added

Description: Air France or subsidiaries’ aircraft (Route 1)/Either carriers aircraft (Routes 2, 4-5)
Delta aircraft: U.S.-Paris/Airlinair aircraft (Route 6)

Partners: Delta/(Air Nigeria) Virgin Nigeria Airways d/b/a Air Nigeria (10-0240)

Routing: Points in Nigeria; points beyond Nigeria to any open-skies point or points

Date Granted: December 3, 2010 - indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Air Nigeria aircraft

Partners: Delta/Alitalia (01-10417)
**Routings:** Any points in Italy; between E.U. points; beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points; U.S.-any point or points in Italy and any point or points in any third country; any points in third countries

**Date Granted:** December 23, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** Delta/China Airlines (02-11459)

**Routings:** Any points or points in Taiwan and any point or points in any third country; between points in Taiwan; beyond Taiwan to any open-skies point or points

**Dates Granted:** April 26, 2002 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** China Airlines’ aircraft

**Partners:** Delta/China Eastern (11-0065)

**Routings:** Points within China, and to behind, intermediate, and beyond points to third countries

**Dates Granted:** May 6, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** China Eastern aircraft/ Either carriers’ aircraft: China & beyond to third countries

**Partners:** Delta/China Southern 01-9314 and Order 2001-7-10

**Routing:** Point or points in China; points in China and third countries

**Dates Granted:** July 17, 2001 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** China Southern aircraft

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/Czech Airlines (00-8207)

**Routing:** 1) Any point or points in the Czech Republic and any point or points in third countries
2) Any points within the Czech Republic in conjunction with Delta’s services between the Czech Republic and other countries between the Czech Republic and third countries
3) Between E.U. points
4) Beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points

**Dates Granted:** February 27, 2001 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers aircraft (Route 1, 3 & 4)/Czech aircraft (Route 2)

**Partners:** Delta/Emirates

**Routings:** 1) U.S.- Any points in United Arab Emirates
2) U.S.- Any points in United Arab Emirates-any point or points in any third country

**Dates Granted:** October 23, 2003 - indefinite, subject to conditions
Description: Emirates aircraft (Route 1)/Delta or Emirates aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: Delta/Gol (10-0095)

Routings: 1) Between Delta’s Brazil gateways and all Brazil points in the U.S.-Brazil Air Transport Agreement; between Delta’s Brazil gateways and additional points in Brazil designated by the U.S. for code-share only service
2) Any point or points in Brazil; beyond Brazil to any point or points
3) Beyond Brazil to third countries

Date Granted: May 10, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions/April 19, 2011, Route 2 added/

Description: Gol aircraft

Partners: Delta/Jet Airways (15-0267)

Routing: 1) Between points in India
2) Beyond India to any point or points

Date Granted: January 15, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Jet aircraft (Route 1)/Either carriers’ aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Kenya Airways (18-0064)

Routing: Between points in Kenya; beyond Kenya to any point or points

Dates Granted: June 13, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/KLM & its affiliates7 (03-1519126, 03-14397, 05-20145 & 04-19214)

Routings: Any points in the Netherlands; any point or points in the Netherlands and any point or points in any third country; and any points in third countries

Dates Granted: May 1, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: KLM Cityhopper aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Korean Air Lines (03-14367 & 04-19670)

Routings: 1) Between Korean points in conjunction with international air transportation; and beyond Korea to a point or points in any open skies partner country while an open skies agreement is being applied
2) Between points in the Republic of Korea; and beyond the Republic of Korea to any point or points

Dates Granted: March 18, 2009 - indefinite, subject to conditions

September 7, 2016, Delta affiliates added
**Description:** Korean aircraft (Route 1 & 2)/Delta aircraft (Routes 3 & 4)/Either carriers aircraft (Route 3)

**Partners:** Delta/Malaysia Airlines

**Routings:** 1) U.S.-any point or points in Malaysia-any point or points in any third country  
2) U.S.-any point or points in Malaysia

**Dates Granted:** August 24, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 1)/Malaysia aircraft (Route 2)

**Partners:** Delta/Olympic Air (09-0223)

**Routings:** Points in the E.U.; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points

**Dates Granted:** September 23, 2009 - indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Either carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** Delta/SAA

**Routings:** 1) Johannesburg-Durban/Cape Town/East London/George/Port Elizabeth  
2) Johannesburg/Cape Town-Blantyre & Lilongwe, Malawi/Bulawayo, Harare & Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe/Dar EsSalaam,Tanzania/Maputo, Mozambique/Windhoek, Namibia  
3) Johannesburg/Cape Town-Nairobi  
4) Johannesburg/Cape Town-Entebbe/Kampala

**Date Granted:** January 5, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** South African aircraft

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/Virgin Australia & V Australia (09-0156)

**Routing:** Any points in Australia or New Zealand; points beyond Australia or New Zealand to any open-skies point or points

**Date Granted:** September 1, 2009 - indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft

**Partner:** Delta & affiliates/WestJet (11-0199)

**Routing:** Between points in Canada; beyond Canada to any point or points

**Date Granted:** November 9, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** WestJet aircraft

**Partners:** Frontier/Volaris (18-0055)
**Routing:** Points within Mexico in conjunction with foreign air transportation offered by Frontier; between a point or points in Mexico and a point or points in a third country or countries

**Date Granted:** June 26, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Either carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** Hawaiian/Air China (14-0010)

**Routing:** 1) Any point or points in China and any point or points in any third country  
2) Any points in China

**Date Granted:** March 6, 2014 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 1)/Air China aircraft (Route 2)

**Partners:** Hawaiian/China Airlines (13-0175)

**Routing:** 1) Any point or points in Taiwan and any point or points in any third country  
2) Any points in Taiwan  
3) Points in any third country or countries

**Date Granted:** November 15, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Hawaiian aircraft (Route 1)/China aircraft (Routes 1 – 3)

**Partner:** Hawaiian/JAL (18-0009)

**Routing:** 1) Between any points in Japan, in conjunction with services between the U.S. and Japan  
2) Between points in Japan and points behind and beyond Japan, in conjunction with services between Japan and the U.S.

**Date Granted:** February 8, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** JAL aircraft

**Partners:** Hawaiian/Korean Air Lines (07-27392)

**Routing:** Points in Korea; a point or points in Korea and a point or points in third countries

**Date Granted:** July 28, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Korean aircraft

**Partners:** JetBlue/Emirates (13-0103)

**Routing:** Any point or points in the U.A.E and any point or points in any third country that has an Open Skies Agreement with the U.S.
Date Granted: July 25, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Emirates aircraft

Partners: United/Aer Lingus Limited (08-0176)

Routings: Points in the European Union; beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points

Dates Granted: July 25, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Aer Lingus aircraft

Partners: United/Aeromar (10-0092)

Routing: 1) Within Mexico beyond United’s authorized Mexican gateways for the carriage of United’s authorized U.S.-Mexico traffic
         2) Between Houston-New York/Newark, on the one hand, and Mexico City, on the other hand

Dates Granted: January 11, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Aeromar aircraft (Route 1)/United aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: United & affiliates/Air Canada (09-0095)

Routing: Any point or points in Canada and any points in any third country

Dates Granted: May 6, 2009 - indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: United/Air China (03-16213)

Routing: United’s coterminal Chinese gateways (as well as between each of those gateways)-20 additional points in China to be selected by the U.S.

Dates Granted: October 23, 2003- indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Air China aircraft

Partners: United/Air Dolomiti (02-11856)

Routings: 1) Amsterdam/Brussels/Paris/Frankfurt/Munich-intra-European points
         2) Points in the E.U.; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points

Dates Granted: April 17, 2002 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft: U.S.-Amsterdam/Brussels/Paris/Frankfurt/Munich
                 Air Dolomiti aircraft: intra-European points

Partners: United/Air Japan
Routing: Any two points in Japan

Dates Granted: October 25, 2002 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Air Japan aircraft

Partners: United & affiliates/Air New Zealand (99-6013)

Routings: 1) Any point or points in New Zealand–any point or points in any third country
2) Any point or points in New Zealand, in conjunction with code-share services held out by United between the U.S. and New Zealand
3) Beyond New Zealand to any open-skies point or points

Dates Granted: August 6, 1999 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United or Air New Zealand aircraft (Routes 1 & 3)/Air New Zealand aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: United/Asiana (02-13320)

Routings: 1) Points in Korea in conjunction with services held out by United between U.S. & Korea (either non-stop or via third countries)
2) Any point in Korea-any point in any third country
3) Points beyond the Republic of Korea to any open-skies point or points

Dates Granted: December 19, 2002 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Asiana aircraft (Route 1)/Either carriers’ aircraft (Route 2 & 3)

Partners: United/Austrian Airlines (00-6803)

Routings: 1) Any points in Austria in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and Austria
2) Any point in Austria-any point in a third country
3) Points in the E.U; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points

Date Granted: March 22, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Austrian aircraft (Route 1)/ Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 2 & 3)

Partners: United/Avianca & TACA Group (11-0163, 11-0164 & 12-0136)

Routings: 1) Between points in Colombia; beyond Colombia to any point or points
2) Between points in Colombia, Central America or Peru; beyond Colombia, Central America or Peru to any open-skies point or points

Date Granted: October 28, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: United/Avianca Brazil (16-0073)
Routings: Between Brazilian points; and beyond Brazil to any point(s)

Date Granted: June 9, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Avianca Brazil aircraft

Partners: United/Azul (15-0136 & 04-19148)

Routings: Between points in Brazil; beyond Brazil to any point or points

Date Granted: October 7, 2015 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: United/Brussels Airlines (10-0024)

Routing: 1) Any points within the E.U. in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and the E.U. (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)
2) Any points in the E.U. and any point in any third country

Date Granted: March 2, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Brussels Airlines aircraft

Partners: United/COPA & its subsidiary19 (undocketed & 13-0165)

Routings: 1) U.S.-points in Central America30-any point or points not in U.S.
2) U.S.-points within Central America
3) U.S.-Central America-points beyond Central America
4) Between Panamanian points
5) Beyond Panama to any open-skies point or points
6) Between Colombian points; beyond Colombia to any open-skies point or points

Dates Granted: July 9, 1998 - indefinite, subject to conditions
   December 6, 2013, Copa Airlines Colombia added

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft (Routes 1-5)/Copa Airlines Colombia (Route 6)

Partners: United/Croatia Airlines (07-28897)

Routing: 1) Any point in Croatia and any point in third country
2) Between any points within Croatia in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and Croatia (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points; between any point in Croatia and any point in any third country

Date Granted: March 22, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft (Route 1)/Croatia aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: United/EgyptAir (08-0384 & 08-0383)
Routing: Any point or points in Egypt; any point or points in Egypt and any point or points in third countries

Date Granted: April 2, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: EgyptAir aircraft

Partners: United/EuroLot S.A. (06-24989)

Routings: 1) Points in Poland
2) Points in the E.U.; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points

Date Granted: August 8, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: EuroLot aircraft

Partner: United/EVA Airways (12-0088)

Routing: Between Taiwan points; beyond Taiwan to any point or points

Date Granted: June 11, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United or EVA aircraft

Partners: United/Germanwings (14-0120)

Routings: Between E.U. points; between points in the E.U. and points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; between any point in the E.U. or an open-skies ECAA country and any open-skies point(s); and beyond the EU to any point(s)

Date Granted: September 17, 2014 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Germanwings aircraft

Partners: United/ Jet Airways (08-0164)

Routings: 1) Any points within India in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and India (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)
2) Any point in India and any point in any third country

Date Granted: November 10, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Jet Airways aircraft (Route 1)/Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: United/ Juneyao (17-0199)

Routings: Between points in China; between points in China and third countries

Dates Granted: January 5, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Juneyao aircraft
Partners: United/LOT (04-17468)

Routings: 1) U.S.-any points in Poland-any points in Poland-any points in any third country
          2) Points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points

Dates Granted: September 30, 2003 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft

Partners: United/Lufthansa & its affiliate (Undocketed, Order 98-4-8, 03-15485, 05-0023 & 09-0106)

Routings: 1) U.S.-Points within Germany
          2) U.S.-Points in Germany-points in third countries
          3) Points in the E.U.; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points
          4) Between any point or points in any member state of the E.U. and beyond the E.U. to any point or points

Dates Granted: April 8, 1998 – indefinite, subject to conditions
                June 8, 2009, Eurowings added

Description: United aircraft: US-Germany/Lufthansa Cityline aircraft: points in Germany-points & points in Germany-points in third countries/Eurowings (Route 4)

Partners: United/SAA (05-22618)

Routing: U.S. gateways-points in South Africa via intermediate points and points beyond South Africa

Dates Granted: October 11, 2006 - indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: South African aircraft

Partners: United/Scandinavian Airlines & affiliate (99-5251, 04-19148 & 16-0020)

Routings: 1) U.S.-Intra Scandinavia, in conjunction with Alliance Services held out by United between the U.S. and Scandinavia
          2) U.S.-Any point or points in Scandinavia, on the one hand, and any point or points in any third country, on the other hand
          3) Points in the E.U.
          4) Points in Norway
          5) Points in the E.U. and points in Norway
          6) Beyond the E.U. or Norway, on the one hand, to any open-skies point or points, on the other
          7) Between EU points; between points in Norway; between points in the EU and points in Norway and points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; between the EU or Norway and any open-skies point or points; and beyond the EU or Norway to any point or points
**Dates Granted:** March 21, 1997 – indefinite, subject to conditions/April 19, 2016, CityJet DAC added

**Description:** SAS aircraft (Route 1)/Both carriers’ aircraft (Routes 2 - 6)/CityJet DAC (Route 7)

**Partners:** United/Singapore Airlines (00-7696 &16-0079)

**Routing:**
1) Between points in Singapore; beyond Singapore to any point(s)
2) U.S.-any points in Singapore in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and Singapore; U.S.-any point or points in Singapore and any point in any third country
3) U.S.-points beyond Singapore to any open-skies point or points

**Date Granted:** October 17, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 6, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Singapore aircraft (Route 1)/Either carriers’ aircraft (Route 2 & 3)

**Partners:** United/Swiss (05-22464 & 05-22725)

**Routings:**
1) Between any point in Switzerland and any point in any third country
2) Between any points within Switzerland in conjunction with services held out by United between the United States and Switzerland (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)
3) Beyond Switzerland to any open-skies point or points

**Dates Granted:** October 19, 2005 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 1 & 3)/Swiss aircraft (Route 2)

**Partners:** United/TACA Group

**Routing:**
1) Any point within Central America or Peru and any point in any third country
2) Between any points in Central America and Peru in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and Central America or Peru (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)

**Date Granted:** May 18, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 1)/TACA Group or LACSA aircraft (Route 2)

**Partners:** United/TACA Peru

**Routing:** Between or among any points within Peru or Central America in conjunction with service held out by United between the U.S. and Peru/Central America (either non-stop or via third countries); points in Peru or Central America-points in third countries

**Dates Granted:** September 11, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** TACA Peru aircraft

**Partners:** United/TAP (05-21686)
Routing: 1) Portugal–any points in the U.S. in conjunction with services held out by TAP between Portugal and the U.S.
2) Points in the E.U.; points beyond the E.U. to any open-skies point or points

Dates Granted: August 11, 2005 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United or TAP aircraft: Portugal to U.S. (Route 2)
United aircraft: interior U.S. points/TAP aircraft: interior Portugal points


Routing: 1) U.S.-London-Bangkok
2) U.S.-Bangkok-Vietnam

Dates Granted: April 20, 2001 – indefinite, subject to conditions/August 23, 2001, route 2 added

Description: Thai aircraft

Partners: United/Turkish Airlines (04-19148 & 08-0102)

Routing: 1) Any points within Turkey in conjunction with services held out by United between the U.S. and Turkey (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)
2) Any point in Turkey and any point in a third country
3) Points beyond Turkey to any open-skies point or points

Date Granted: April 17, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: THY aircraft (Route 1)/Both carriers’ aircraft (Routes 2 & 3)

Partners: United/Virgin Australia

Routing: U.S.-any two points in Australia

Dates Granted: July 25, 2002 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft: US-Australia/Virgin Australia aircraft: intra-Australia points
## TYPE 3 SERVICE BETWEEN U.S. AND FOREIGN POINTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Codeshare Market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Air Pacific d/b/a Fiji Airways</td>
<td>Los Angeles-Vancouver for the purpose of transporting Fiji Airways Fiji-U.S. and Fiji-Canada traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Francisco-Puerto Vallarta/San Jose Cabo (Alaska &amp; affiliates aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/British Airways</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S. and points in Canada;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>between points in the U.S. and points in Mexico (Alaska aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Cathay Pacific</td>
<td>Points between Cathay Pacific’s U.S. &amp; Canadian gateways, on the one hand, and 25 U.S. code share points, on the other hand (Alaska or Horizon aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between Los Angeles, on the one hand, and Guadalajara and Mexico City, on the other hand, for the purpose of transporting Cathay’s Hong Kong-Mexico traffic (Alaska or Horizon aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Emirates</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S. and points in Canada (Alaska, Horizon or SkyWest aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Finnair</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S. and points beyond the U.S., for the purpose of transporting Finnair’s Finland-U.S. and beyond traffic (Alaska &amp; affiliates aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Icelandair</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S. and points in Canada (Alaska, Horizon or SkyWest aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/JAL</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S. and points in Canada;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>between points in the U.S. and points in Mexico (Alaska, Horizon or SkyWest aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska &amp; affiliates/Korean</td>
<td>Los Angeles-Vancouver/Guadalajara/Cancun/ Mazatlan/San Jose del Cabo/Puerto Vallarta (Alaska aircraft); Seattle-Vancouver/Calgary/ Edmonton/Victoria/Kelowna; Portland-Vancouver (Korean aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between points in the U.S. and Canada (Alaska &amp; Horizon aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Alaska &amp; Horizon aircraft)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alaska & affiliates/LATAM Between points in the U.S. and points in Canada (Alaska, Horizon or SkyWest aircraft)

Alaska/Qantas Los Angeles-Vancouver/Calgary; San Francisco-Seattle/Portland/Vancouver (Alaska aircraft)

Alaska & affiliates/Qantas Points in the U.S. and points in third countries in conjunction with services held out by Qantas between Australia and such third countries (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Alaska & affiliates, Virgin America/Singapore Between points in the U.S. and points beyond the U.S., including to/from points in Canada and Mexico, for the purpose of transporting Singapore Airlines’ Singapore-U.S./Canada/Mexico traffic (Alaska & affiliates and/or Virgin American aircraft)

American & affiliates/Air Pacific Between the U.S. and Canada beyond Air Pacific’s Honolulu and Los Angeles gateways; (American aircraft)

Nadi, Fiji-Los Angeles; Los Angeles-Nadi, Fiji; Honolulu-Nadi, Fiji; Honolulu-Apia, Samoa; Honolulu-Kiribati (Christmas Island) (Air Pacific aircraft)

American & affiliates/Air Tahiti Between the U.S. and third countries (American aircraft)

American & affiliates/Cathay Hong Kong-Chicago/Los Angeles/San Francisco/New York/Newark (Cathay aircraft)

Vancouver-Atlanta/Austin/Boston/Chicago/Dallas Ft. Worth/Denver/Detroit/Ft. Lauderdale/Houston/Las Vegas/Miami/New York/Newark/Orlando/Philadelphia/Pittsburgh/San Diego/San Jose/San Juan/St. Louis/Washington, D.C./Baltimore (American or affiliates’ aircraft)

U.S.-third country points intermediate to Hong Kong, connecting to flights operated by Cathay Pacific between such points and Hong Kong (American or affiliates’ aircraft)

Beyond the U.S. to third country points (American or affiliates’ aircraft)

Los Angeles – Hong Kong (American or affiliates’ aircraft)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carrier Combination</th>
<th>Service Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/China Southern</td>
<td>Between points in the U.S. and third countries (American &amp; affiliates aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/El Al Israel</td>
<td>Points in the U.S. and Israel and beyond points in the U.S. and points in Israel (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); beyond the U.S. to open-skies points (Both carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Finnair</td>
<td>Points in U.S.-points in Finland (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries) (American aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Finnair</td>
<td>Points in U.S.-points in third countries (Either carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Finnair</td>
<td>Points in Finland-points in U.S. (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries) (Finnair aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Gulf Air</td>
<td>Points in the U.S. and points in Abu Dhabi/ Bahrain, Oman, and Qatar (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries) (Either carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Gulf Air</td>
<td>Points in the U.S. and points in third countries (Both carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American/Hainan</td>
<td>Points between the U.S. and China (Either carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Iberia</td>
<td>Points in the U.S. and points in Spain (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); points in the U.S. and points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; beyond the U.S. to open-skies points (American or Iberia aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Japan Airlines</td>
<td>Point or points in the U.S.-points or points in Japan either non-stop or via an intermediate point or points in third countries (Both carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Japan Airlines</td>
<td>Point or points in the U.S. and point or points beyond the U.S. (Both carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carrier</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Jet Airways</td>
<td>Points in the U.S. and points in India; points in the U.S. and points in third countries (Both carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points in the U.S. points in Japan (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in the third countries (Either carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Kingfisher</td>
<td>Points in the U.S. and points in India (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in third countries (Either carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Korean Airlines</td>
<td>Between Dallas/Ft. Worth-Seoul (American aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American/Kuwait Airways</td>
<td>New York-Kuwait (Kuwait aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American/LATAM</td>
<td>Points in U.S.-points in Chile (either non-stop or over intermediate points in third countries) (American aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points in U.S.-points in third countries (Both carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points in Chile-points in U.S. (either non-stop or over intermediate points in third countries) (LATAM Airlines aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points in the U.S. and points in Chile (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); points beyond the U.S. to open-skies points (Both carrier aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Lan Argentina</td>
<td>Points in the U.S. and points in Argentina (Either carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points in the U.S. and points in third countries (American or affiliate aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; affiliates/Lan Colombia</td>
<td>Points in the U.S. and points in Colombia (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries) (American or affiliates aircraft)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Points in the U.S. and points in third countries (Either carriers’ aircraft)

American & affiliates/Lan Ecuador
Points in the U.S. & points in Ecuador (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries) (American or Lan Ecuador aircraft)

American & affiliates/Lan Peru
Points in the U.S. and points in Peru (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in third countries (Either carriers’ aircraft)

American & affiliates/Malaysia Airlines
Points in the U.S. & points in Malaysia (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in third countries (Either carriers’ aircraft)

American/Philippine Airlines
Vancouver-New York (American aircraft)

American/PLUNA
Between points in the U.S. and points in Uruguay, between points in the U.S. and points in third countries (either non-stop or via intermediate points) (American or affiliates’ aircraft)

American & affiliates/Qantas
Points in the U.S. and points in Australia (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries; points in the U.S. and points in third countries (American or affiliates aircraft)

American & affiliates/Royal Jordanian
Points in the U.S. and points in Jordan; points in the U.S. and points in third countries (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries) (American or affiliates’ aircraft)

Points in the U.S. and points in Jordan (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open skies points); points beyond the U.S. to open-skies points (Either carriers’ aircraft)

American/SriLankan
Between Dalla/Ft. Worth-Frankfurt; Dallas/Ft. Worth-Paris; Chicago-Paris; NewYork-Paris (American & affiliates’ aircraft)

American/TAM
Points in the U.S. and points in Brazil (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in third countries (Either carriers’ aircraft)

American & affiliates/WestJet
Points between the U.S. and Canada; points beyond the U.S. to points in third countries (Both carriers’ aircraft)
Delta/Aeroflot
Between New York and Atlanta, on the one hand, and Moscow, on the other hand (Delta aircraft)
Between New York/Los Angeles/Washington, on the one hand, and Moscow on the other hand (Aeroflot aircraft)
New York-Montreal/Quebec City/Toronto (Delta aircraft)
Between Miami, on the one hand, and Moscow, on the other hand (Aeroflot aircraft)

Delta & affiliates/Aerolineas Argentinas
Between points in the U.S. & points in Argentina; between points in the U.S and point in third countries, pursuant to the U.S.-Argentina Air Services Agreement (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Delta/Aerolitoral
El Paso-Chihuahua; San Antonio-Monterrey; Tucson-Hermosillo; Los Angeles-Hermosillo; Ontario-Hermosillo (Aerolitoral aircraft)

Delta/Aeromexico & affiliate
Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Mexico

Delta/Air Europa
Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and via intermediate routings); between any point or points in the U.S and any other point or points in the ECAA; beyond the U.S. to any point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Delta & affiliates/Air France
U.S.-any point or points in any third country (Either carriers’ aircraft)
Any point or points in France-any point or points in U.S. (either non-stop or over any intermediate point or points in any country) (Air France aircraft)
Points between the U.S. and third countries (Endeavor, GoJet, Shuttle America aircraft);

Delta & affiliates/Alitalia
Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Italy (either non-stop or via intermediate points) (Both carriers’ aircraft)
Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country (Delta & affiliates’ aircraft)
Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points) (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Between a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Between the U.S. and third countries (Shuttle America aircraft)

Delta & affiliates/China Airlines

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Taiwan (either non-stop or via intermediate points); any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Taiwan (on a non-stop basis and on intermediate routings via open skies points); beyond the U.S. to open skies point or points (Either carriers’ aircraft)

Between the U.S. and third countries (Compass aircraft)

Beyond the U.S. to any point or points in a third country or countries (Either carriers’ aircraft)

Delta & affiliates/China Eastern

Between the U.S. and China, and to behind, intermediate, and beyond points in third countries (Either carriers’ aircraft)

Delta & affiliates/China Southern

Points in U.S.-Points in China (China Southern aircraft)

Points in the U.S. and China (via intermediate points and beyond) (Either carriers’ aircraft)

Points in the U.S. and third countries (Delta aircraft)

Delta & affiliates/Czech

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points) (Both carriers’ aircraft)
Between a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft)

**Delta/Emirates**

Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in United Arab Emirates (either non-stop or via intermediate points) (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in any third country (Both carriers’ aircraft)

**Delta/Gol**

Between the U.S. and Brazil via intermediate points; (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Beyond the U.S. to third countries (Delta aircraft)

**Delta & affiliates/Jet Airways**

Between any point(s) in the U.S. and any point(s) in India (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate points); and beyond the U.S. to any point or points (Either carriers’ aircraft)

**Delta & affiliates/Kenya Airways**

Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Kenya (on a non-stop basis and via intermediate routings); and beyond the U.S. to any point or points (Either carriers’ aircraft)

**Delta/KLM & affiliates**

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points) (Either carriers’ aircraft)

A point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied (Either carriers’ aircraft)

Points between the U.S. and third countries (Either aircraft)

**Delta & affiliates/Korea Air Lines**

Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Korea (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); and beyond the U.S. to a point or points in any open skies partner country while an open-skies agreement is being applied (Either carriers’ aircraft)
Between points in the U.S. and third countries (SkyWest aircraft)

Between any point or points in U.S. and any point or point in the Republic of Korea (on a non-stop basis and via intermediate routings); beyond the U.S. to a point or points in any or points (Delta aircraft)

**Delta/Malaysia**

Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in Malaysia (either non-stop or over any third country) (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in any third country (Both carriers’ aircraft)

**Delta/Olympic Air**

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and via intermediate routings via any point or points in countries with which the U.S. has open-skies agreements; points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Either carriers’ aircraft)

**Delta & affiliates/SAA**

Atlanta/New York/Ft. Lauderdale/Miami/ Los Angeles/Washington D.C.-Dakar Senegal- Johannesburg/Cape Town (SAA aircraft)

**Delta & affiliates/V Australia**

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Australia or New Zealand (on a non-stop basis and via intermediate routings via any point or points in countries with which the U.S. has an open skies agreement); points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Either carriers’ aircraft)

**Delta/Vietnam**

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Vietnam (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via points in Japan and open-skies points); point beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Delta aircraft)

**Delta & affiliates/Virgin Atlantic**

Points behind the U.S. via the the U.S. and intermediate points to any point or points in the EU and beyond (Delta aircraft)

Points behind the E.U. via the E.U. and intermediate points to any point or points in the U.S. and beyond (Virgin Atlantic aircraft)
Delta & affiliates/WestJet

Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Canada (on a non-stop basis and via intermediate routings; beyond the U.S. to any point or points (Either carriers’ aircraft)

Frontier/Volaris

Between a point or points in the U.S. and a point or points in Mexico; between a point or points in the U.S. and a point or points in a third country or countries (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Hawaiian/Air China Ltd.

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in China (either non-stop or via intermediate points); any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Hawaiian/China Airlines

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Taiwan (either non-stop or via intermediate points); any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Hawaiian/HMY

Honolulu-Sydney (Hawaiian aircraft)

Hawaiian/JAL

Between points in the U.S. and points in Japan, either non-stop or via third country intermediate points (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Between points in the U.S. and points behind and beyond the U.S., in conjunction with services between the U.S. and Japan (Hawaiian aircraft)

Hawaiian/Korean Air Lines

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries (Hawaiian aircraft)

A point or points in the U.S. and a point or points in Korea (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries) (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Hawaiian/Turkish

Between Narita International Airport in Tokyo, Japan and Honolulu, Hawaii, in conjunction with foreign air transportation of person, property, and mail between the U.S. and Turkey (Hawaiian aircraft)

Hawaiian/V Australia

Points in the U.S. and points in Australia (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in third countries (Hawaiian aircraft)
JetBlue/Azul

Between points in the U.S. and points in third countries (to the extent permitted by applicable bilateral agreements and relevant operating authorities) (JetBlue aircraft)

JetBlue/Emirates

Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries that have an Open Skies Agreement with the U.S. (JetBlue aircraft)

Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Barbados and the Dominican Republic; and between New York (JFK) and Cancun, Mexico (JetBlue aircraft)

Between points in the U.S. and points in third countries, in conjunction with Emirates’ services in foreign air transportation (JetBlue aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the U.A.E. (either non-stop or via intermediate points); and any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country that has an Open-Skies Agreement with the U.S. (Emirates aircraft)

Any points between the U.S. and Kabul, Afghanistan, via the U.A.E. and other intermediate points (Emirates aircraft)

JetBlue/Etihad

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country (JetBlue aircraft)

Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries that have Open-Skies Agreement with the U.S. (JetBlue aircraft)

JetBlue/Japan Airlines

Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries that have Open-Skies Agreement with the U.S. (JetBlue aircraft)

JetBlue/Lufthansa

Any points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries (JetBlue aircraft)

JetBlue/Qatar

Between points in the U.S. and points in third Countries (JetBlue aircraft)

JetBlue/SAA

Between SAA’s authorized U.S. gateways and points beyond the U.S. served by JetBlue (JetBlue aircraft)
From SAA’s U.S. gateways to Johannesburg and beyond to points in South Africa; and from SAA’s U.S. gateways to Dakar, Senegal and Accra, Ghana, as intermediate points on SAA’s authorized U.S.-South Africa Services (SAA aircraft)

**JetBlue/TAP**

Between points in the U.S. and points in third countries (to the extent permitted by applicable bilateral agreements and relevant operating authorities) (JetBlue aircraft)

**JetBlue/Turkish Airlines**

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country; between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries that have an Open-Skies Agreement with the U.S. (JetBlue aircraft)

**SkyWest/ANA & Austrian**

Points in the U.S. and points in third countries (SkyWest aircraft)

**United & affiliates/Aer Lingus**

Any point in the U.S. and any point any point in Ireland (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points) (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Any point in the U.S. and any point in any third country (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points) (Both carriers’ aircraft)

A point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA, where an open-skies agreement is being applied (Both carriers’ aircraft)

**United/Aeromar**

Between Houston and New York/Newark, on the one hand, and Mexico City, on the other hand (United aircraft)

**United & affiliates/Air Canada**

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country (Both carriers’ aircraft)

**United & affiliates/Air China**

Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in China (Air China aircraft)
Any point in China-China’s U.S. coterminous Gateways (Air China aircraft)

Between Air China’s U.S. gate ways, on the one hand, and beyond to points in third countries solely on a blind sector basis (United aircraft)

**United/Air Japan**

Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in Japan (Air Japan aircraft)

**United & affiliates/Air New Zealand**

Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in New Zealand, either nonstop or via intermediate point or points in third countries (United & Air New Zealand aircraft)

Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in any third country (Either carriers’ aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in New Zealand (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points) (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft)

**United & affiliates/Asiana**

Any point in U.S.-any third country (United or affiliates’aircraft)

Points in U.S.-points in Korea (either nonstop or via third countries) (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S. and the Republic of Korea (on a nonstop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft)

**United/Austrian**

Any point in U.S.-any point in any third country (United aircraft)

Any point in U.S.-any point in Austria (non-stop or via intermediate points) (Either carriers’ aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); a point or points in the U.S and any other point or points in the ECAA, where an open-skies agreement is being applied; any point beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>United &amp; affiliates/Avianca &amp; TACA Group</strong></th>
<th>Between points in the U.S. and points in Colombia (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); and beyond the U.S. to any point or points (United or Avianca aircraft)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Colombia, Central America or Peru (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate open-skies points); beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (United, Avianca or TACA aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United/Avianca Brazil</strong></td>
<td>Between any point(s) in the U.S. and any point(s) in Brazil (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate points) (Both carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beyond the U.S. to any point(s) (United aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United/Azul</strong></td>
<td>Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Brazil (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate stops); beyond the U.S. to any point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United/Brussels Airlines</strong></td>
<td>Any point in the U.S. and any point in the E.U. or an open-skies ECAA country (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points) (Both carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any point in the U.S. and any point in any third country (Both carriers’ aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United &amp; affiliates/COPA</strong></td>
<td>U.S.-points beyond the U.S. (United aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Panama (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate open-skies points) (United aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (COPA aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United/Croatia</strong></td>
<td>Any point in the U.S. and any point Croatia (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); any point in the U.S and any point in any third country (United aircraft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United/EgyptAir</strong></td>
<td>Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Egypt (either non-stop or via intermediate points) and beyond (United aircraft)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries  (United aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Egypt (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)  (EgyptAir aircraft)

Points in Poland and points in third countries (EuroLot aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points  (Eurolot aircraft)

Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Taiwan (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate points); beyond the U.S. to any point or points  (United or EVA aircraft)

Any point in the U.S. and any point in India (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); any point in the U.S. and any point in any third country  (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S.- any point or points in any third country  (United or Lufthansa aircraft)

Any point or points in Germany- any point or points in U.S. (either non-stop or over any intermediate point or points in any country)  (Lufthansa aircraft)

Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in Germany (either non-stop or over any intermediate point or points in any country)  (United aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; points beyond the U.S. to any open skies point or points  (Both carriers’ aircraft)
| United/LOT | Any points in U.S.-any points in Poland (either non-stop or via third country) (United aircraft) |
| Any points in U.S.-any points in any third country (United aircraft) |
| Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied (United aircraft) |
| Points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft) |

| United/Qatar | U.S. points and points in third countries (GoJet aircraft) |
| Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Qatar (on a nonstop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft) |

| United & affiliates/SAA | U.S.-points in third countries without local traffic (United aircraft) |
| Any point in U.S.-points in South Africa (via intermediate points) (South African aircraft) |

| United & affiliates/Scandinavian Airlines | Any point or points in the U.S., on the one hand, and any point or points in Scandinavia, on the other hand (either non-stop or over any intermediate point or points in any country); any point or points in the U.S., on the one hand, and any point or points any third country, on the other hand (either non-stop or over any intermediate point or points in any country) (United or SAS aircraft) |
| Any point or points in the U.S. & any point or points in the E.U. or Norway (on a non-stop basis & intermediate routings via open-skies points); a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA, where an open skies agreement is being applied; points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft) |
United/Singapore Airlines

Between any point(s) in the U.S. and any point(s) in Singapore (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate points); beyond the U.S. to any point(s) (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Singapore-U.S. (non-stop or via intermediate points) (United or Singapore aircraft)

Singapore or U.S.-any third country (United or Singapore aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S. and Singapore (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open skies points); points beyond the U.S. to any open skies point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft)

United & affiliates/Swiss

Between any point in the U.S. and any point in Switzerland (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); between any point in the U.S. and any point in third country (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Switzerland (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points) (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft)

Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points) (Both carriers’ aircraft)

A point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied (Both carriers’ aircraft)

United & affiliates/TACA Group

Any point in the U.S. and any point in Central America or Peru (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); any point in the U.S., Central America or Peru and any point in any third country (United aircraft)

Any point in Central America and Peru, on the one hand, and any points in the U.S., on the other hand (either non-stop or via third country intermediate
| United/TACA Peru | Points in Peru/Central America and points in the U.S. (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); points in the U.S.-points in third countries (TACA Peru aircraft) |
| United & affiliates/TAP Air Portugal | Any point or points in the U.S.-any point or points in any third country (United or TAP aircraft) Any point or points in Portugal-any point or points in U.S. (either non-stop or over any intermediate point or points in any third country) (TAP aircraft) Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in Portugal (either non-stop or over any intermediate point or points in any third country) (United aircraft) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA, where an open-skies agreement is being applied; points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Either carriers’ aircraft) |
| United/Turkish Airlines | Any point in the U.S. and any point in Turkey (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); any point in the U.S. and any point in a third country (Both carriers’ aircraft) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Turkey (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points (Both carriers’ aircraft) |
| Virgin America, Alaska & affiliates/Singapore | Between points in the U.S. and points beyond the U.S., including to/from points in Canada and Mexico, for the purpose of transporting Singapore Airlines’ Singapore-U.S./Canada/Mexico traffic (Virgin America and/or Alaska & affiliates aircraft) |
TYPE 3  CODE SHARE MARKET UNDERLINED

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/Air Pacific d/b/a Fiji Airways (09-0087)

Routing: 1) Between Los Angeles-Vancouver for the purpose of transporting Fiji Airways’ Fiji-U.S. and Fiji-Canada traffic
2) San Francisco-Puerto Vallarta/San Jose Cabo

Date Granted: April 23, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions/January 19, 2018, Fiji Airways added
June 20, 2018, route 2 added

Description: Alaska & affiliates aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/British Airways (16-0218)

Routing: Between points in the U.S. and points in Canada; between points in the U.S. and points in Mexico

Date Granted: November 3, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska aircraft

Partners: Alaska/Cathay (10-0227)

Routing: 1) Points between Cathay Pacific’s U.S. and Canadian gateways, on the one hand, and 25 U.S. code share points, on the other hand
2) Between Los Angeles, on the one hand and Guadalajara and Mexico City, on the other hand, for the purpose of transporting Cathay’s Hong Kong-Mexico traffic

Date Granted: September 21, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions
March 17, 2017, additional points added

Description: Alaska or Horizon aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/Emirates (15-0210)

Routing: Between points in the U.S. and points in Canada

Date Granted: November 4, 2015 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska, Horizon, or SkyWest aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/Finnair (18-0037)

Routing: Between points in the U.S. and points beyond the U.S., for the purpose of transporting Finnair’s Finland-U.S. and beyond traffic

Date Granted: March 21, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska & affiliates aircraft
Partners: Alaska & affiliates/Icelandair (15-0193)

Routing: Between points in the U.S. and points in Canada

Date Granted: October 8, 2015 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska, Horizon, or SkyWest aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/JAL (16-0081)

Routing: Between points in the U.S. and points in Canada; between points in the U.S. and points in Mexico

Date Granted: June 14, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska, Horizon or SkyWest aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/Korean Airlines (08-0198)

Routeings: 1) Los Angeles-Guadalajara/Cancun/Mazatlan/San Jose del Cabo/Puerto Vallarta
          2) Between points in the U.S. and Canada
          3) Points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points

Date Granted: October 5, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska aircraft (Route 1)/Alaska and Horizon aircraft (Route 2 & 3)

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/LATAM (16-0051)

Routing: Between points in the U.S. and points in Canada35

Date Granted: April 26, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska, Horizon or SkyWest aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates/Qantas Airways (99-5545 & 08-0230)

Routeings: 1) Los Angeles-Vancouver/Calgary; San Francisco-Seattle/Portland/Vancouver
            2) Points in the U.S. and points in third countries in conjunction with services held out by Qantas between Australia and such third countries

Dates Granted: February 21, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions
               July 31, 2008, Docket 2008-0230 and route 2 added

Description: Alaska aircraft

Partners: Alaska & affiliates, Virgin America/Singapore (12-0201)

Routing: Between points in the U.S. and points beyond the U.S., including to/from points in Canada and Mexico, for the purpose of transporting Singapore Airlines’ Singapore-U.S./Canada/Mexico traffic
Date Granted: September 6, 2017 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Alaska & affiliate and/or Virgin America aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Air Pacific (11-0197)

Routing: 1) Between the U.S. and Canada beyond Air Pacific’s Honolulu and Los Angeles gateways
2) Los Angeles-Nadi, Fiji; Honolulu-Nadi, Fiji; Honolulu-Kiribati, Christmas Island

Dates Granted: November 30, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or affiliates’ aircraft (Route 1)/Air Pacific aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: American & affiliates/Air Tahiti-Nui 12-0092

Routings: Between the U.S. and third countries

Date Granted: July 5, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates³/Cathay (00-6824)

Routing: 1) Hong Kong-Chicago/Los Angeles/San Francisco/New York/Newark
2) Hong Kong-Vancouver-Atlanta/Austin/Boston/Chicago/Dallas Ft. Worth/Denver/Detroit/Ft. Lauderdale/Houston/Las Vegas/Miami/New York/Newark/Orlando/Philadelphia/Pittsburgh/San Diego/San Jose/San Juan/St. Louis/Washington, D.C./Baltimore
3) U.S.-third country points intermediate to Hong Kong, connecting to flights operated by Cathay Pacific between such points and Hong Kong
4) Beyond the U.S. to third country points
5) Los-Angeles – Hong Kong

Dates Granted: January 8, 2003 – indefinite, subject to condition
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added/October 12, 2016, route 5 effective

Description: Cathay aircraft (Routes 1)/American or affiliates’ aircraft (Routes 2-5)

Partners: American & affiliates/China Southern (17-0134)

Routings: Between points in the U.S. and third countries

Date Granted: October 19, 2017 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: American & affiliates aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/El Al Israel (07-0095)
Routing: Points in the U.S. and Israel and beyond the U.S. to third country; points in the U.S and points in Israel (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open skies points); beyond Israel to open-skies points; beyond the U.S. to open-skies points

Date Granted: March 28, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Finnair (99-6544)

Routing: 1) Points in U.S.-points in Finland (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries)
2) Points in U.S.-points in third countries
3) Points in Finland-points in U.S. (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries)

Dates Granted: January 7, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American aircraft (Route 1)/American or Finnair aircraft (Route 2)/Finnair aircraft (Route 3)

Partners: American & affiliates/Gulf Air (08-0195)

Routing36: 1) Points in Abu Dhabi/Bahrain/Oman and Qatar and points in the U.S. (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries)
2) Points in the U.S. and points in third countries

Dates Granted: August 4, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Hainan Airlines (11-0228)

Routing: Points between the U.S. and China

Date Granted: February 15, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Iberia (08-0044)

Routing: Points in the U.S. and points in Spain (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in third countries; points in the U.S. and points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); points in the U.S. and points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; beyond the U.S. to open-skies points

Dates Granted: March 30, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added
Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/JAL & affiliates (99-4994)

Routings: Points in the U.S. and points in Japan (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in third countries, including open-skies

Dates Granted: February 18, 1999 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American & affiliates or Japan aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Jet Airways (07-0078)

Routings: 1) Points in the U.S. and points in India; points in the U.S. and points in third countries
2) Points in the U.S. and points in India (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); points beyond the U.S. to open-skies points

Dates Granted: January 7, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Kingfisher (10-0288)

Routing: Points in the U.S. and points in India (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in third countries

Date Granted: March 8, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Korean Air Lines (15-0018)

Routing: Between Dallas/Ft. Worth-Seoul

Date Granted: March 20, 2015 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American aircraft

Partners: American Airlines/Kuwait Airways

Routing: New York-Kuwait

Dates Granted: December 1, 1998 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Kuwait aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/LATAM (99-6546)
Routings: 1) Points in U.S.-points in Chile (either non-stop or over intermediate points in third countries)
    2) Points in U.S.-points in third countries 
    3) Points in Chile-points in U.S. (either non-stop or over intermediate points in third countries) 
    4) Points in the U.S. and points in Chile (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open skies points); points beyond the U.S. to open-skies points

Dates Granted: January 7, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions, 
    June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American aircraft (Route 1)/Both carriers’ aircraft (Routes 2 & 4)/ 
    LATAM aircraft (Route 3)

Partners: American & affiliates/Lan Argentina (07-0034)

Routings: 1) Points in the U.S. and points in Argentina 
    2) Points in the U.S. and points in third countries

Dates Granted: June 11, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions
    June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 1)/American aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: American & affiliates/Lan Colombia (12-0208)

Routings: 1) Points in the U.S. and points in Colombia (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries) 
    2) Points in the U.S. and points in third countries

Date Granted: January 25, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions 
    June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or affiliates’ aircraft (Route 1)/Either carriers’ aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: American & affiliates/Lan Ecuador (11-0210)

Routing: Points in the U.S. & points in Ecuador (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries)

Date Granted: December 13, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions
    June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: American or Lan Ecuador aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Lan Peru (04-19965)

Routings: 1) Between points in the U.S and points in Peru (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); between points in the U.S. and points in third countries 
    2) Points beyond the U.S. to open-skies points; points in Peru and points in the U.S. (non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points)
Dates Granted: February 2, 2007 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Malaysia Airlines (13-0022)

Routing: Points in the U.S. and points in Malaysia (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in third countries

Date Granted: February 28, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: American/Philippine Airlines

Routing: Vancouver-New York

Dates Granted: July 8, 1998 - indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: American aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/PLUNA (11-0196)

Routings: Between points in the U.S. and points in Uruguay; between points in the U.S. and points in third countries (either non-stop or via intermediate points)

Date Granted: November 8, 2011, indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: American or its affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Qantas Airways (00-7785 & 08-0138)

Routing: Points in the U.S. and points in Australia (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in third countries

Dates Granted: June 4, 2002 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: American or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: American & affiliates/Royal Jordanian (06-26716)

Routings: 1) Points in the U.S. and points in Jordan
2) Points in the U.S. and points in third countries (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries)
3) Points in the U.S. and points in Jordan (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open skies points); points beyond the U.S. to open-skies points
**Dates Granted:** March 23, 2007 – indefinite, subject to conditions, October 24, 2007, amended SOA June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

**Description:** American or affiliates aircraft (Route 1, 2 & 3)/Royal Jordanian aircraft (Route 3) Either carriers’ aircraft (Route 4)

**Partners:** American & its affiliates/Sri Lankan (15-0010)

**Routing:** Between Dallas/Ft. Worth-Frankfurt; Dallas/Ft. Worth-Paris; Chicago-Paris; New York-Paris

**Date Granted:** January 30, 2015 – indefinite, subject to conditions June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

**Description:** American aircraft

**Partners:** American & affiliates/TAM (97-2421 &12-0209)

**Routing:** Points in the U.S. and points in Brazil (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in third countries

**Dates Granted:** January 25, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

**Description:** Either carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** American & affiliates/WestJet (11-0040)

**Routing:** Points between the U.S. and Canada; points beyond the U.S. to points in third countries

**Date Granted:** March 10, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions June 5, 2015, American Eagle affiliates added

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** Delta/Aeroflot (07-26805)

**Routing:**
1) Between New York and Atlanta, on the one hand, and Moscow on the other hand
2) Between New York, Los Angeles, and Washington, on the one hand, and Moscow on the other hand
3) New York-Montreal/Quebec City and Toronto
4) Between Miami, on the one hand, and Moscow, on the other hand

**Date Granted:** July 8, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Delta aircraft (Routes 1 & 3)/Aeroflot aircraft (Routes 2 & 4)

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/Aerolineas Argentinas (11-0153)

**Routings:** Between points in the U.S. and points in Argentina; between points in the U.S. and points in third countries, pursuant to the U.S.-Argentina Air Services Agreement
Date Granted: December 20, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Delta/Aerolitoral (01-10833)

Routings: El Paso-Chihuahua; San Antonio-Monterrey MX; Tucson-Hermosillo; Hermosillo-Los Angeles; Ontario CA-Hermosillo

Date Granted: October 30, 2001 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Aerolitoral aircraft

Partners: Delta/Aeromexico & affiliate (17-0115)

Routing: Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Mexico

Date Granted: September 22, 2017 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Delta/Air Europa (11-0160)

Routings: Between any point or points in the U.S. and any points or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and via intermediate routings); between any point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA; beyond the U.S. to any point or points

Date Granted: September 21, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Air France (00-6939 & 04-1921437)(2006-2-1)

Routing: 1) Any point or points in France-any point or points in the U.S.(either non-stop or via any intermediate point or points in any third country)
  2) Points between the U.S. and third countries
  3) Between any point or points in the EU (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open skies points)
  4) Between a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open skies agreement is being applied
  5) Beyond the U.S. to any open skies point or points

Date Granted: March 2, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions
  January 7, 2008, Compass & Endeavor added/February 20, 2009, Open Skies points added/
  May 6, 2009, SkyWest added/August 11, 2014, GoJet added/
  June 11, 2015, Shuttle America added

Description: Delta or affiliates’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Alitalia (01-10417)
**Routings:** 1) Between any point or points in the U.S.-any point or points in Italy (either non-stop or via intermediate points)  
2) Between any point or points in the U.S.-any point or points in any third country  
3) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points)  
4) Between a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open skies agreement is being applied  
5) Beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points  
6) Between the U.S. and third countries

**Dates Granted:** October 26, 2001 – indefinite, subject to conditions  

**Description:** Delta or Alitalia aircraft (Routes 1 & 2)/Either carriers’ aircraft (Routes 3-5)/Shuttle America aircraft (Route 6)

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/China Airlines (02-11459)

**Routings:** 1) Any point or points in U.S. and any point or points in Taiwan (either non-stop or via intermediate points)  
2) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Taiwan (on a non-stop basis and on intermediate routings via open-skies points)  
3) Beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points  
4) Between the U.S. and third countries  
5) Beyond the U.S. to any point or points in a third country or countries

**Date Granted:** April 26, 2002 – indefinite, subject to conditions/December 16, 2010, SkyWest added/October 14, 2015, Compass added/February 17, 2017, Delta regional affiliates added

**Description:** Either carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** Delta & affiliates/China Eastern (11-0065)

**Routing:** Between the U.S. and China, and to behind, intermediate and beyond points in third countries

**Dates Granted:** May 6, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Either carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** Delta & its affiliates/China Southern (97-2653, 99-5031, 01-9314, 01-10172)

**Routings:** 1) Points in U.S.- Points in China  
2) Points in the U.S. and China (via intermediate points and beyond)  
3) Points in the U.S and third countries

**Dates Granted:** January 21, 1999 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** China Southern aircraft (Route 1)/Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 2 & 3)
Partners: Delta & affiliates/Czech Airlines

Routing: 1) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points)
         2) Between a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open skies agreement is being applied
         3) Beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points

DateGranted: February 27, 2001 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Delta or Czech aircraft

Partners: Delta/Emirates

Routing: 1) Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.) (either non-stop or via intermediate points)
         2) Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in any third country

DatesGranted: October 23, 2003 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & Endeavor/Gol (10-0095)

Routing: 1) Between the U.S. and Brazil via intermediate points
         2) Beyond the U.S. to third countries
         3) Between the U.S. and third countries

DateGranted: December 3, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions

      July 15, 2014, Endeavor and Route 3 added

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 1)/Delta aircraft (Route 2)/Endeavor aircraft (Route 3)

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Jet Airways (India) (15-0267)

Routing: Between any point(s) in the U.S. and any point(s) in India (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate points); and beyond the U.S. to any point or points

DateGranted: January 15, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Kenya Airways (18-0064)

Routing: Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Kenya (on a non-stop basis and via intermediate routings); beyond the U.S. to any point or points

DateGranted: June 13, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft
Partners: Delta & affiliates/KLM (04-19214)(2006-2-1)

Routings: 1) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points)
2) A point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where open-skies agreement is being applied
3) Points between the U.S. and third countries

Dates Granted: February 6, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions; April 18, 2013, GoJet added; May 2, 3012, SkyWest added; March 10, 2010, Endeavor added; August 21, 2015, Shuttle America added

Description: Delta or KLM aircraft (Route 1 & 2)
Delta & affiliates’ aircraft (Route 3)

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Korean Air Lines (03-14367 & 04-19670)

Routings: 1) Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Korea (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open skies points); and beyond the U.S. to a point or points in any open skies partner country while an open skies agreement is being applied
2) Between the U.S. and third countries
3) Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the Republic of Korea (on a non-stop basis via intermediate routings); and beyond the U.S. to any point or points

Dates Granted: March 11, 2003 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 12, 2012, Endeavor and SkyWest added/September 14, 2016, route 3 added

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft (Route 1)/SkyWest aircraft (Route 2)/Delta or affiliates aircraft (Route 3)

Partners: Delta/Malaysia Airlines

Routings: 1) Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in Malaysia (either non-stop or over any intermediate point in any third country)
2) Any point or points in U.S. – any point or points in any third country

Dates Granted: August 24, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Delta/Olympic Air (09-0223)

Routings: Any points or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and via intermediate routings via any point or points in countries with which the U.S. has open-skies agreements); beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points

Dates Granted: September 23, 2009 - indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/SAA
Routing: 1) Atlanta/New York/Ft. Lauderdale-Johannesburg/Cape Town
2) Atlanta/New York/Ft. Lauderdale/Miami/Los Angeles/Washington D.C.-Dakar, Senegal-Johannesburg/Cape Town

Dates Granted: January 5, 2000- indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: SAA aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/V Australia (09-0156)

Routing: 1) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Australia or New Zealand (on a non-stop basis and via intermediate routings via any point or points in countries with which the U.S. has an open-skies agreement); points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points
2) Between the U.S. and third countries

Date Granted: September 1, 2009 - indefinite, subject to conditions
January 31, 2011, SkyWest and route 2 added/September 26, 2013, Compass added

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partner: Delta/Vietnam Airlines (10-0073)

Routing: Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Vietnam (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via points in Japan and open-skies points); points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points

Date Granted: April 23, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Delta aircraft

Partners: Delta & affiliates/Virgin Atlantic (13-0069)

Routing: 1) Points behind the U.S. via the the U.S. and intermediate points to any point or points in the E.U. and beyond
2) Points behind the E.U. via the E.U. and intermediate points to any point or points in the U.S. and beyond

Date Granted: June 13, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Delta aircraft (Route 1)/Virgin Atlantic aircraft (Route 2)

Partner: Delta & affiliates/WestJet (11-0199)

Routing: Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Canada (on a non-stop basis and via intermediate routings); beyond the U.S. to any point or points

Date Granted: November 9, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Either carriers’ aircraft
Partners: Frontier/Volaris (18-0055)

Routings: Between a point or points in the U.S. and a point or points in Mexico; between a point or points in the U.S. and a point or points in a third country or countries

Date Granted: June 26, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Hawaiian/Air China (14-0010)

Routing: 1) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in China (either non-stop or via intermediate points)
          2) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country

Date Granted: March 6, 2014 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Hawaiian/China Airlines (13-0175)

Routing: 1) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Taiwan (either non-stop or via intermediate points)
          2) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country

Date Granted: November 15, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: Hawaiian/HMY

Routing: Canada-Honolulu-Sydney

Date Granted: July 13, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Hawaiian aircraft

Partners: Hawaiian/JAL (18-0009)

Routings: 1) Between points in the U.S. and points in Japan, either non-stop or via third country intermediate points
          2) Between points in the U.S. and points behind and beyond the U.S., in conjunction with services between the U.S. and Japan

Date Granted: February 8, 2018 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 1-2)/Hawaiian aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: Hawaiian/Korean Air Lines (07-27392)
Routings: 1) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries
   2) A point or points in the U.S. and a point or points in Korea (either nonstop or via intermediate points in third countries)

Dates Granted: March 8, 2007 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Hawaiian aircraft (Route 1)/Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: Hawaiian/Turkish Airlines (16-0026)

Routing: 1) Between Honolulu, on the one hand, and Seoul, Korea and Osaka, Japan, on the other hand, in conjunction with foreign air transportation of persons, property and mail between the U.S. and Turkey
   2) Between Istanbul, Turkey, on the one hand, and Seoul and Osaka, on the other hand, in conjunction with foreign air transportation of persons, property and mail between the U.S. and Turkey
   3) Between Narita International Airport in Tokyo, Japan and Honolulu, Hawaii, in conjunction with foreign air transportation of persons, property, and mail between the U.S. and Turkey

Date Granted: March 17, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions
   March 1, 2017, route 3 added

Description: Hawaiian aircraft (Route 1 & 3), Turkish aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: Hawaiian/V Australia (11-0186)

Routing: Points in the U.S. and points in Australia (either nonstop or via intermediate points in third countries); points in the U.S. and points in third countries

Date Granted: October 20, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Hawaiian aircraft

Description: JetBlue/Azul (16-0062)

Routing: Between points in the U.S. and points in third countries (to the extent permitted by applicable bilateral agreements and relevant operating authorities)

Date Granted: April 4, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: JetBlue/Emirates (12-0052, 13-0103, 19-0008, & 19-0009)

Routing: 1) Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries that have an Open Skies Agreement with the U.S.
   2) Between any point or points in the U.S and any point or points in Barbados and the Dominican Republic
   3) Between New York (JFK) and Cancun, Mexico
4) Between points in the U.S. and points in third countries, in conjunction with Emirates’ services in foreign air transportation
5) Any point or points in the U.S. and any points or points in the U.A.E. (either non-stop or via intermediate points); and any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country that has an Open-Skies Agreement with the U.S.
6) Points between the U.S. and Kabul, Afghanistan, via the U.A.E. and other intermediate points

**Date Granted:** April 17, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions/July 25, 2013, Rt. 5 added
November 30, 2016, Rt. 4 added/March 15, 2019, Rt. 6 added

**Description:** JetBlue aircraft (Rts. 1-4)/Emirates aircraft (Rts. 5-6)

**Description:** JetBlue/Etihad (14-0009)

**Routing:** Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country; between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries that have Open-skies Agreement with the U.S.

**Date Granted:** February 12, 2014 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** JetBlue aircraft

**Partners:** JetBlue/JAL (12-0041)

**Routing:** Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries that have Open-Skies Agreements with the U.S.

**Date Granted:** April 4, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** JetBlue aircraft

**Partners:** JetBlue/Lufthansa (09-0209)

**Routing:** Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries

**Date Granted:** September 15, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** JetBlue aircraft

**Partners:** JetBlue/Qatar (13-0051)

**Routing:** Between point in the U.S. and points in third countries

**Date Granted:** March 28, 2013 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** JetBlue aircraft

**Partners:** JetBlue/SAA (11-0017 & 13-0146)
Routing: 1) Between SAA’s authorized U.S. gateways and points beyond the U.S. served by JetBlue
2) From SAA’s U.S. gateways to Johannesburg and beyond to points in South Africa; and from SAA’s U.S. gateways to Dakar, Senegal and Accra, Ghana, as intermediate points on SAA’s authorized U.S.-South Africa services

Date Granted: April 26, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: JetBlue aircraft (Route 1)/SAA aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: JetBlue/TAP (16-0090)

Routing: Between points in the U.S. and points in third countries (to the extent permitted by applicable bilateral agreements and relevant operating authorities)

Date Granted: June 14, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: JetBlue/Turkish Airlines (14-0034)

Routing: Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country; between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries that have an Open-skies Agreement with the U.S.

Date Granted: March 31, 2014 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: JetBlue aircraft

Partners: SkyWest/ANA & Austrian (08-0246)

Routing: Points in the U.S and point in third countries

Date Granted: September 12, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: SkyWest aircraft

Partners: United/Aer Lingus Limited (08-0176)

Routing: 1) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points)
2) A point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA, where an open-skies agreement is being applied

Date Granted: July 25, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: United/Aeromar

Routing: San Antonio-San Luis Potosi
**Date Granted:** May 12, 1994 - indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Aeromar aircraft

**Partners:** United/Air Canada (09-0095)

**Routing:** Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in any third country

**Date Granted:** May 6, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** United & affiliates/Air China (03-16213 & 08-0068)

**Routings**:
1) *Any point or points in U.S.–any point or points in China*
2) *Any point or points in People’s Republic of China –China’s U.S. cterminal gateways*
3) *Between Air China’s U.S. gateways, on the one hand, and beyond to points in third countries solely on a blind sector basis*

**Date Granted:** October 23, 2003 – indefinite, subject to conditions
   December 5, 2008, Docket 08-0068 and affiliates added

**Description:** United aircraft (Route 1 & 3)/ Air China aircraft (Route 2)/Air China aircraft (Route 1)

**Partners:** United/Air Japan

**Routing:** Point or points in U.S.-point or points in Japan

**Date Granted:** October 25, 2002 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Air Japan aircraft

**Partners:** United & affiliates/Air New Zealand (99-6013) (12-0195)

**Routings**:
1) *Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in New Zealand, either non-stop or via intermediate point or points in third countries*
2) *Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in any third country*
3) *Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in New Zealand (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points)*
4) *Beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points*

**Dates Granted:** August 6, 1999 – indefinite, subject to conditions
   November 28, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** United & Air New Zealand aircraft (Route 1)/United or Air New Zealand aircraft (Route 2 – 4)

**Partners:** United & affiliates/Asiana (02-13320 & 03-15204)

**Routings**:
1) *Points in U.S.-points in Korea (either non-stop or via third country points)*
2) *Points in U.S.-points in third countries*
3) A point or points in the U.S. and the Rep. of Korea (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points
4) Points in U.S.-points in Canada

**Date Granted:** December 19, 2002 – indefinite, subject to conditions
June 5, 2003, SkyWest added

**Description:** United or Asiana aircraft (Route 1 & 3)/United or affiliate (Route 2 & 4)

**Partners:** United/Austrian Airlines (00-6803)

**Routings:**
1) Any point or points in U.S.-any point in any third country
2) Any point or points in the U.S.-any point or points in Austria (either non-stop or via intermediate points)
3) Any point in Austria-any point in the U.S.(either non-stop or via intermediate points)
4) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA, where an open-skies agreement is being applied; points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points

**Date Granted:** March 22, 2000 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** United aircraft (Routes 1 & 2);Austrian aircraft (Route 3);Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 4)

**Partners:** United/Avianca & TACA Group (11-0163, 11-0164 & 12-0136)

**Routings:**
1) Between points in the U.S. and points in Colombia (either non-stop or via intermediate points in third countries); beyond the U.S. to any point or points
2) Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Colombia, Central America or Peru (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate open-skies points); beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points

**Date Granted:** October 28, 2011 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** United or Avianca aircraft (Route 1)/United, Avianca or TACA aircraft (Route 2)

**Partners:** United/Avianca Brazil (16-0073 & 17-0092)

**Routing:**
1) Between any point(s) in the U.S. and any point(s) in Brazil (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate points)
2) Beyond the U.S. to any point(s)

**Date Granted:** June 9, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions
July 17, 2017, Docket 17-0092 & route 2 added

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft/United aircraft (Route 2)

**Partners:** United/Azul (15-0136 & 04-19148)

**Routings:** Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Brazil (on a non-stop basis
and on routings via intermediate stops); beyond the U.S. to any point or points

**Date Granted:** October 7, 2015 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** United/Brussels Airlines (10-0024)

**Routing:**
1) Any point in the U.S. and any point in the E.U. or an open-skies ECAA country (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)
2) Any point in the U.S. and any point in any third country

**Date Granted:** March 18, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** United & affiliates/COPA

**Routing:**
1) U.S.-Central America; U.S.-points beyond U.S.
2) Central America-points in the U.S. other than Houston, Newark and Cleveland
3) Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Panama (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate open-skies points)
4) Beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points

**Dates Granted:** July 9, 1998 - indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** United aircraft (Route 1)/COPA aircraft (Route 2)

**Partners:** United/Croatia Airlines (07-28897)

**Routing:**
1) Any point in the U.S. and any point in Croatia (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)
2) Any point in the U.S. and any point in any third country

**Date Granted:** March 22, 2010 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** United aircraft

**Partners:** United/EgyptAir (08-0384 & 08-0383)

**Routing:**
1) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Egypt (either non-stop or via intermediate points) and beyond
2) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Egypt (either non-stop or via intermediate points)
3) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in third countries

**Date Granted:** April 2, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** United aircraft (Route 1 & 3), EgyptAir aircraft (Route 2)

**Partners:** United/EuroLOT (06-24989)
**Routings:**

1) Points in Poland and points in third countries
2) Any point or points in the U.S. and any points or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied; points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points

**Date Granted:** August 8, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** EuroLot aircraft

**Partner:** United/EVA Airways (12-0088)

**Routing:** Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Taiwan (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate points); beyond the U.S. to any point or points

**Date Granted:** June 11, 2012 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** United or EVA aircraft

**Partners:** United/Jet Airways (08-0164)

**Routing:**

1) Any point in the U.S. and any point in India (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)
2) Any point in the U.S and any point in any third country

**Date Granted:** November 10, 2009 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** United & affiliates/Lufthansa (undocketed & 03-16724)

**Routing:**

1) Any point or points in U.S.-any point or points in Germany (either non-stop or over any intermediate point or points in any third country)
2) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA, where an open-skies agreement is being applied; points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points
3) Points in U.S.-points in Canada

**Date Granted:** April 8, 1998 - indefinite, subject to conditions/January 6, 2004, SkyWest added

**Description:** United aircraft (Route 1 & 2), SkyWest aircraft (Route 3)

**Partners:** United/LOT (04-17468)

**Routings:**

1) Any point or points in U.S.-any points in Poland (either non-stop or via third country points)
2) Any points in U.S.-any points in any third country
3) Any point or points in the U.S. and any points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the...
ECAA, where an open-skies agreement is being applied; points beyond the U.S. to any open
skies point or points

Date Granted: September 30, 2003 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United aircraft (Route 1 & 2)/Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 3)

Partners: United & affiliates/Qatar (07-29161)

Routing: 1) U.S. points and points in third countries
   2) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Qatar (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points

Date Granted: October 4, 2007 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: SkyWest aircraft (Route 1)/Either carriers’ aircraft (Route 2)

Partners: United & affiliates/SAA (07-26817, 05-22618 & 05-22619)

Routing: 1) Between any point or points the U.S. and a point or points in South Africa, via intermediate points, and to points beyond South Africa pursuant to its code-share arrangement with United
   2) U.S.-points in third countries
   3) Between U.S. points and points in third countries without local traffic rights

Date Granted: October 11, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions
   January 30, 2007, GoJet, Mesa, Shuttle America & SkyWest added

Description: SAA aircraft (Route 1)/United aircraft (Route 2 & 3)

Partners: United/Scandinavian Airlines (99-5251)

Routing: Any points or points in the U.S., on the one hand, and any point or points in Scandinavia, on the other hand (either non-stop or over any intermediate point or points in any country); any point or points in the U.S., on the one hand, and any point or points in any third country, on the other hand; any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. or Norway (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); a point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA, where an open-skies agreement is being applied; beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points

Date Granted: March 21, 1997 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: United and/or SAS aircraft

Partners: United/Singapore Airlines (16-0079)

Routing: Between any point(s) in the U.S. and any point(s) in Singapore (on a non-stop basis and on routings via intermediate points); beyond the U.S. to any point(s)

Date Granted: June 6, 2016 – indefinite, subject to conditions
Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: United/Swiss (05-22464 & 05-22725)

Routings: 1) Between any point in the U.S. and any point in Switzerland (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); between any point in the U.S. and any point in any third country
2) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Switzerland (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points)
3) Beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points
4) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points)
5) A point or points in the U.S. and any other point or points in the ECAA where an open-skies agreement is being applied

Date Granted: October 19, 2005 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: Both carriers’ aircraft

Partners: United & affiliates/TACA Group (06-24078 & 07-28788)

Routings: 1) Any points in the U.S. and any point in Central America or Peru (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); any point in the U.S., Central America or Peru and any point in any third country
2) Any point in Central America and Peru, on the one hand, and any points in the U.S., on the other hand (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points); any point in Central America, Peru, or the U.S. and any point in any third country
3) Points in the U.S. and points in Canada

Date Granted: May 18, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions/August 8, 2007, route 3 added

Description: United aircraft (Route 1)/TACA group aircraft (Route 2)/Both carriers’ aircraft (Route 3)

Partners: United/TACA Peru

Routings: 1) Points within Peru or Central America-Points in the U.S.(either non-stop or via third countries)
2) Points in U.S.-points in third countries

Date Granted: September 11, 2006 – indefinite, subject to conditions

Description: TACA Peru aircraft

Partners: United/TAP (05-21686 & 08-0069)

Routing: 1) Any point or points in U.S.-any points in Portugal (either non-stop or via third country points); any points in U.S.-any points in any third country
2) Any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in the E.U. (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); any point or points in the U.S and any other point or points in the ECAA, where an open-skies agreement is being applied; points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points
**Date Granted:** August 11, 2005 – indefinite, subject to conditions/April 8, 2008, SkyWest added

**Description:** United or TAP aircraft

**Partners:** United/Turkish Airlines (04-19148 & 08-0102)

**Routings:**
1) Any point in the U.S. and any point in Turkey (either non-stop or via third country intermediate points)
2) Any point in the U.S. and any point in a third country
3) Between any point or points in the U.S. and any point or points in Turkey (on a non-stop basis and intermediate routings via open-skies points); points beyond the U.S. to any open-skies point or points

**Date Granted:** April 17, 2008 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Both carriers’ aircraft

**Partners:** Virgin America, Alaska & affiliates/Singapore (12-0201)

**Routings:** Between points in the U.S. and points beyond the U.S., including to/from points in Canada and Mexico, for the purpose of transporting Singapore Airlines’ Singapore-U.S./Canada/Mexico traffic

**Date Granted:** September 6, 2017 – indefinite, subject to conditions

**Description:** Alaska & affiliate and/or Virgin America aircraft

---

1 Alaska affiliates are Horizon Air Industries, Inc. and SkyWest Airlines.
2 LATAM was formerly Lan Airlines.
4 JAL affiliates are JAL Express and JALways.
5 The Delta Connection affiliate carriers are Compass Airlines Inc.; GoJet Airlines.; Endeavor Airlines, Inc.; ExpressJet; GoJet, Republic Airlines, Shuttle America Corporation, and SkyWest Airlines, Inc.
6 Aeromexico regional affiliate is Aerolitoral, S.A. de C.V. d/b/a Aeromexico Connect.
7 KLM affiliates are KLM Cityhopper, KLM Asia, Martinair and Tansavia.
8 By letter dated May 24, 2011, Virgin Blue Airlines Pty Ltd. and Virgin Blue International Airlines Pty Ltd. d/b/a V Australia changed their trade names to Virgin Australia Airlines Pty Ltd. d/b/a Virgin Australia and Virgin Australia International Airlines Pty Ltd. d/b/a V Australia.
9 United affiliates are GoJet Airlines LLC, Mesa Airlines, Inc., Shuttle America Corp., SkyWest Airlines, Inc., and Trans States operating as United Express.
11 Lufthansa affiliates are Lufthansa Cityline GMBH, Eurowings & Germanwings.
12 The 25 U.S. points for code share operations are Atlanta, Austin, Boston, Chicago, Dallas/Ft. Worth, Denver, Detroit, Ft. Lauderdale, Houston, Las Vegas, Miami, New Orleans, New York/Newark, Orlando, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, Raleigh-Durham, San Diego, San Jose, San Juan, Seattle, St. Louis, Tampa and Washington/Baltimore.
Effective January 1, 2014, CAI First changed it name to Altalia.

See Notice of Action Taken in Docket OST-2003-16213 for description of points. The authority for Air China to display its code on flights operated by United, and the authority for United to display its code on flights operated by Air China, shall be limited to those code-share points which may be served under the aviation agreement between the United States and the People’s Republic of China.

Code share is pursuant to the agreement between American and Iberia. Air Nostrum operates as a franchisee of Iberia Airlines as Iberia Regional.

Iberia affiliate is Iberia Express.

Air France affiliates are Airlinair, Brit Air, City Jet & Regional.

Virgin Nigeria Airways is an affiliate of Air Nigeria.

COPA Airlines subsidiary is Copa Airlines Colombia.

Scandinavian Airlines System affiliate is CityJet DAC

Trans America Airlines, S.A. is an affiliate of TACA Peru.

Gulf’s instant request for a S.O.A will supersede the route-specific S.O.A. held by Gulf Air in Docket-OST-1996-1055. The authorization requested by American will replace its limited authority on specific transatlantic flights. (Docket OST-2004-19923)

LATAM affiliate is LATAM Express.

The applicant requested consolidation of its Statement of Authorization (SOA) into Docket DOT-OST-2000-6939, the docket established by the Department for the administration of the blanket SOA held by Delta, Air France and their regional affiliates and partners.

The U.S.-Paris grant originally granted May 8, 1998. That grant is incorporated herein.


Former Continental Airlines, Inc.

See Notice of Action Taken, Docket OST-2003-16213 for description of points. The authority for Air China to display its code on flights operated by United, and the authority for United to display its code on flights operated by Air China, shall be limited to those code-share points which may be served under the aviation agreement between the United States and the People’s Republic of China.

Limited to traffic originating or terminating outside Japan.

Central America includes Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, and Belize.

This blanket codeshare is limited to points under the aviation agreement between the United States and South Africa.

This codeshare was originally granted December 23, 2005 with limited points.

Formerly Air Sahara.

The 25 U.S. points for code share operations are Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas/Fort Worth, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Kansas City, Las Vegas, Miami, Minneapolis/St. Paul, New Orleans, Orlando, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Pittsburg, Portland, Raleigh-Durham, Salt Lake City, San Diego, Seattle, St. Louis, and Washington/Baltimore.

These flights will connect with LATAM’s flights serving Los Angeles and Orlando for the purpose of transporting LATAM’s Chile-U.S. and Chile-Canada traffic.

Gulf’s instant request for a S.O.A will supersede the route-specific S.O.A. held by Gulf Air in Docket-OST-1996-1055. The authorization requested by American will replace its limited authority on specific transatlantic flights. (Docket OST-2004-19923)

Formerly a Northwest airlines code-share arrangement.

Delta and KLM will continue to provide 30-day notifications pertaining to new codeshare non-open-skies countries, and Delta will also continue to provide notification to its TSA Principal Security Inspector of code share service to new points that are not currently served by Delta.

The authority for Air China to display its code on flights operated by United, and the authority for United to display its code on flights operated by Air China, shall be limited to those code-share points which may be served under the aviation agreement between the United States and the People’s Republic of China.

On November 14, 2003, the Department authorized United’s code to be placed on certain SAS flights (operated by Korean Air Lines) for mail only services.